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Nancy Going Great In New York; Also
Recording A Radio Show For Next Week
Hundreds of TV sets throughout the Fulton area have been
turned to CBS every morning
this week for the Arthur Godfrey show, which is featuring Fulton's Nance Adams alongside the
McGuire sisters and other nationally-famous personalities.
Word from New York at presstime Wednesday indicates that
Nancy is having • fine time and
enjoying it all. She is a great
admirer of the McGuire Sisters,
and the four of them are having
much tun together, when there's
time for fun.
The 'work day" is a pretty
strenuous schedule for a young
lady of 18. You arise about 8:00
a. m., have breakfast, and arrive
at the CBS studio for over two
hours of rehearsal for the mornshow. At 10:410 a. m. (NY
time) the show goes "on the air"
▪ over CBS radio, and at 10:30 NY
time it also is televised, both
TV and radio programs continuing until 11 .30. On Friday the
show continues at the same time,
but over radio only.
In the afternoons the rehearsals begin for the program of the
following day; selecting numbers,
making arrangements, etc.
In a conversation from New
Air
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There's a fellow in ?tattoo
these days whose eyes and ears
have been opened to full speed
about the wonders of a mass communication medium like Radio
Station WFUL That fellow is
Freddie Hamra, well known businessman around IRilton and commander of the American Legion
post in Fulton.
The story goes like this On
Monday of. this week the Nation
celebrated Veterans Day. And
Fulton celebrated Veteran's Day.
A wonderful meal was served to
all eligible veterans at the American Lugbill bane on wax*. nes
seranosios were bald and Fulten's own Lt-Col. Paul Durbin
made an address to veterans and
Mterissesd citizens it the South
Fulton school.
And at wry!. the program department geared its affairs to
commemorate the day. On the
"My Fab Lady" program at ninethirty a. m. on Monday, MaryNelle Wright had as her guests
Freddie Homra as American Legion post commander and Robert
Lamb, who for many years served
as post chaplain. Commander
Homra made an exceptionally
fine :elk on the meaning of veterans day and of course Mr Lamb
turned in his usual fine presentation of a subject that is near and
dear to his heart . . the American Legion and the Veteran.
Well, that was that. But later
in the day Freddie Homra called
WFUL and he was in a most excitable and appreciative tone of
voice. Said he: "I just couldn't
believe it. I had no idea WFUL
had the audience, the coverage
and the power that it does. I
have received a total of 13 long
distance calls from persons who
heard the broadcast and commented on its wonderful appeal to
veterans everywhere." Freddie
said that calls came from Missouri, far beyond any territory he
believed it was possible for us
to cover. Calls mon from Tennessee and Kentucky and at such
distances that Freddie could hardly believe it.
And from many other sources
came compliments about our Veterans Day program, which makes
us very happy indeed. But Freddie's surprise is no surprise to
us at WFUL. Our daily mail is
something that is a problem to
contend with and we are not surprised anymore to get mail from
Charleston, Mo., Metropolis, Illinois, and other distant points. Of
course the mail from Fulton and
surrounding area is naturally our
pride and joy

York with Tillman Tuesday night,
Nancy told her father that she
and Mr. Godfrey are spending
extra hours each day recording a
radio program for the Ford Motor
Company, which will be heard
over all CBS-radio stations each
•
•
FLASH
At prime Wednesday The
NEWS learned from New York
that Nancy would be held ever
on the Godfrey Am; all next
week and that sa Use Peed Meter
Ceselplitp reale pregrun, to be
Nerd neat week, that Fultes,
TM J. V. Cash Mabee Company,
and Murray were all preminently Esentiesied, every day.
•
•
•
•
afternoon next week from 5.00
to 5:30 p. m.
Nancy and her mother will be
joined today (Thursday) by Doris
Shore of Fulton (no relation to
Dinah), who is flying to New
York from Memphis to spend the
weekend with the Adams! Doris
is the technician at Fulton Hospital, where Lucille is a doctor's
assistant when she is not accompanying daughter Nancy. off on
trips. If Nancy is not held over
for a second week, the group
plans to return to Fulton together
on Sunday

Wrestling Ref
Gets In Act And
Is Challenged
Ref Plus Palmer Down
Welch: Lady Wrestlers
Open This Week's Card
The Thursday night wrestling
matches at the Old High School
Gym in South Fulton will feature,
in the opening bout, two blonde
female mat stars, Miss Mary Jane
Mull and Miss Mae Goodner will
battle in a two out of three fall
affair, one hour time limit.
In'the main event, also two out
of three falls, one hour time limit,
Phil Melby, making his second
appearance in the local ring, will
oppose a masked newcomer, The
Red Mask. Melby, a somewhat
handsome, muscular young athlete
is a big hit with the many fans
everywhere The Mask, a massive
chested, bull like, country type
ruffian, is noted for employing
any means to win a match.
In burt weeks malts event
tenon the two veteran., Roy
Welch and Moody Palmer, the
tans thrilled with heated action
from start to finish. In the first
fall which lasted some twenty
five minutes, the referee called
for the fell and disqualified both
men. The second fall was • repeat of the first. After quite some
time the two men were persuaded to return to the ring to continue with the third fall which
resulted in the referee lending
Palmer a hand and the two of
them downed Welch for a pin.
This very unueua 1 action
prompted the promoter, Phillip
Golden, to hold both purses until
a report could be filed with the
Athletic Commission and a decision rendered by the officials.
Its reported that Welch was highly disappointed with the action
of the referee and asked the promoter to arrange for his brother
Herb to aide with him in a tag
bout with Palmer and Cunningham.
The promoter made an effort
to book this match but was unable to do so until a ruling could
be had from the commission. The
promoter further stated that Palmer, when approached about the
tag affair, replied he had beaten
Welch so many times it was useless to book such a match again.
Bell time for the Thursday
night bout is 8:15. p. m.
Ft1LTON man SCHOOL
BASKETBALL SCHRDULE
11057-1511
Nov. 28—Carlisle Co. ....
Dec. 3—Wingo
Dec. 7—Tilghman
Dec. 10—Hickman
Dec. 13—So. Fulton
Dec. 17—Benton
Jan. 3—Sedalia
Jan, 8—No. Marshall ....
Jan. 10--Cuba
Jan. 17—Central
Jan. 21—Murray
Jan. 24—Carlisle Co.
Jan, 28 So. Fulton
Jan. 31—Open
Feb. 4—Mayfield
Feb. 7—Cuba
Feb. 11—Central
Feb. 14—Hickman
Feb. 18—Wingo
Feb. 21—Open
Feb. 25—Ballard Mem.
Home Games Time: 7 P
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About two weeks ago we reviewed our record library and
discarded many of the records
that were out of date in order
There
to make room for the dozens of
M.
records that come to us each day.
So in order to make some use of
'St DESIGN CHANGED
the records we decided to give
Tennessee license plate tags for
away three records with each subject sent in to our 21 Questions 1958. undergoing a radical change
from previous years, will eliminpanel.
ate the traditional State outline
Well, we had to stop that give- used in past years, and use a new
numbering system.
Cannoned on Page Floe
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Cubs Exhibit "New
Home" On Sunday

1311sell. Cestral System
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Dallas Produce Company Opts;
Owners Retiring To TheW Farm
The firm of G. H. Dallas Produce Company in Fulton, for 36
years an important local buyer
of poultry, eggs and hides, is no
more.
On Wednesday of this week
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Dallas turned the key in the front door lock
and drove back to their extensive
farm on the Clinton highway just
north of Fulton, to devote full
time to the work at hand there.
Retirement? "I don't think you
could quite call it that", Grover
told the News over the phone
Wednesday. "Even though we
have a lot of the farm in the soil
bank, there is still a lot to do on
300 acres here, and there is more,
elsewhere".
Mr. Dallas began his business
career in 1912 at Pilot Oak, first
as a huckster, then as operator
of a general store and buyer of
eggs and poultry there. In 1921

NEWSw-111

•
he moved operational to Fulton
and former the Dallas Produce
Company, with offices on Mears
Street in the brick building now
occupied by McDade and McDade
construction firm. The firm then
was moved down Mears Street
to the large building new occupied by J. L. Grooms mid Sons,
where it did business from that
location until 1948.

Industrial Development Leaders Tell
Citizens Fulton Needs Much Improving
To Meet Competition In Industrial Field

In 1948 Mr. Dallas purchased
the large building on Plain Street
and moved the Copany there,
where it has operatedfor the past
11 years. In addition to poultry,
eggs and hides, the Dallas produce Company has been an extensive dealer in junk metals and
scrap iron.
"We're just closing Steen," Mr.
Dallas stated. "Pie ode else is
taking over . . .,we're going out
of business".
WEEKENDS ONLY

Beginning with this weekend,
the Orphetun Theatre in Fulton
will be open as, Fridays, SaturThe Cub Scouts of Fulton will days and Sundays only, manager
proudly exhibit their "new home" "Slim" Weldon announced this
Sunday with an open house from week
2:00 to 430 p. in., and invite the
public to come up for a look
around.
The new nome of the Cubs is
located on Lake Street in downtown Fulton. over the Evans
The Fulton YMBC has ordered
Drug Store, and its decoration
lighting fixtures this
and furnishing represent many Christmas
week, and the streets of downhours of work on the part of town
Fulton will take on a new
the youngsters, many 4? their
holiday
look when the new-type
fathers and mothers, and others
decorations are installed in a few
interested in them.
weeks, the YMBC stated.
Be there!
Contributions from downtown
firms are still being sought, and
any who have not given to help
defray cost of the fixtures are
invited to do so. Call Joe Hall
at Hall-Wooten Clothing ComAt a meeting of the board of pany
directors of the Fulton Rotary
Club Tuesday it wee decided that
Club would eporuior • contest
for Christmas decorations for
homes in Fulton, and will award
three prizes for the best decorated homes. First prize will be
$25.00, second prize $15.00 and
The ladies of Walnut Grove
third prize $10-00.
Woman's Society of Christian
Out of town judges will be Service are sponsoring a Food
secured to make selections of the Sale Friday, November 15th, at
prize winners.
the Kentucky Utilities office in
The purpose of the Club in Fulton.
offering these prizes is to help
Why spend your valuable time
in promoting a real Christmas baking, when you can help a
spirit in Fulton, and it is hoped worthy cause by shopping Friday
that many cf our citizens will with the ladies of Walnut Grove
enter into this contest.
WSCS, who are noted for good
Details of the contest will be home made cakes, pies, candies,
announced later.
also canned preserves, jellies,
pickles and dressed hens will be
for sale.

YMBC Orders Lights;
Seeks More Funds

Rotarians Will Sponsor
Lighting Contest Here

Walnut GrairaikS
To Have Bake Sale
At KU Office Friday

UT Draws62
From Area

Number Forty-Five

Beadles Heads District
School Boards Association

At the regular meeting of the
Sixty -two students from Obion First District Rentudky
School
and Weakley counties are enroll- Boards Association held in
Mured for the fall quarter at the ray last Thursday night, Oct. 31,
University of Tennessee's Knox- Frank Beadles, local
eihairman
ville colleges.
of the Fulton Board of EducaStudents who completed regis- tion, was elected president for
tration by Oct. 21 include the the ensuing year.
following:
W L Holland, Superintendent
Obion—Franklin D. Edwards, of Futon City Schools, was electJames C. Harrison, Elbridge; Paul ed secretary of the organization.
Reed Newman, Betty J. PatterWARREN APPOINTED
son, Kenton; David H. Beckler,
James Warren, Fulton, has been
Polk; Mary E. Davis, William D.
'Us, Troy; Hugh S. Adkins, Vir- appointed chairman of the Four
ginia I... Adkins, William M. Rivers Council Boy Scout CamAnderson, William P. Burnett, Jr., paign in the Cherokee District
Frank W. Caldwell, Harold D. composed of Fulton, Carlisle, and
Davis, Larry M. Foster, Jerry W. Hickman counties in Kentucky
Gibbs, George C. Houser, Jr., and Chian County in Tennessee.
Kenneth W. Kirkland, Robert E.
Kirkland, Billy G. Lefever, William H. Latimer III, James A.
Matheny, Spencer E. Millard, Leonard P. Milner, Richard H. Mitchell, Robert D. Pendergrass,
Marvin R. Phillips, James L. RipFreshly dressed otokrozen turpy, Thomas X Robertson, Carolyn
C. Talley. James M. Talley, Gene keys, large or small, will be in
E. Virgin, Thomas F. Wallace, generous supply for the ThanksRita D. Wiley, George Winter III, giving feast, and at reasonable
prices.
Robert L 'Wtieneh, Union City.
Turkey that is properly frozen
Weakley—Sherry A. Fisher,
Billy B. Foster, James W. Fow- and stored is as good as the oriler, Franklin T. Rawls, Dresden; ginal product, but wise shoppers
Leonard W. Bynum, Jr., Gleason; will check to see that-the bird
Bobby L. Clymer, Bobby J. Orr, does not have dark, blistered or
Billy E. Porter, Billie L. Poston, dried skin, all of which indicate
Joe R. Puckett, William S. Swin- poor handling, according to the
dell, Greenfield; Charles S. Cox, UK Marketing and Consumer
Dan Allen Freeman, William Education Service.
Hays, Shirley A. Milton, David W. In a freshly dressed bird, look
Murphy, David H. Myrick, Bobby for moist, pliable, waxy skin with
D. Nelson, William T. Penick, few pin feathers and no bruises
Bobby H. Pentecost, James E. Pos- or discoloration. A board breast,
ton, Benjamin M. Pritchett, Mar- short body and thick-meated
tin; James C. Cantrell, Jerry Lee thighs, with fat well distributed
Jones. Palmersville; Billy J. under the skin, are other desirMoore, James G. Roberts, Patsy able features.
Thaw the frozen turkey in the
G. Simmons. Sharon.

In a frank and open discussion of Fulton's industrial
prospects local and civic leaders met Wednesday at
Smith's Rose Room with industrial development leaders from Kentucky.
In a three-hour meeting attended by approximately
forty local business and professional leaders it was
borne out that while Fulton has many worthwhile
for attracting industry, it is still a long
characteristics
Sixteen Have Filed For
way
from
achieving
the necessary goal unless civic
CounciL Including
civic improvements are made.dispelled
and
is
apathy
3 Negroes; Voting Dec. 3
"Civic leaders interested in getting industry for FulA second candidate, Barney
ton have responded generously to the many inquiries
Speight, manager of the Bob
White Motor Co. in Fulton, has made by industrial leaders," one of the industrial leadfiled irs the race for mayor of ers said, "but we witness a great deal of difficulty in
South IRilton, according to George
getting prospects to actually pay a visit to your town,"
Cloys of Union City, secretary of
the Obion County Election com- he continued.

Speight Enters
South Fulton
Mayor's Race

"Fulton suffers greatly from tha
mission. Mr. Speight will be opgeopraphic location away from
posed by Mayor Milton Counce
any big city like Memphis or St.
who is seeking re-election to his
Louis, but it also suffers from
fourth term.
the appearance of its down-town
The election will be held from
business area and the dismal sites
9 a. m. to 4 p. m., Dec. 3rd.
On Next Monday night, Novem- witnessed upon the approach to
Three Negroes have filed as
Rotary Club the city."
candidates for election as coun- ber 18, the Fulton
90
cilmen in South Fulton, bringing will be host to approximately
Slum clearances, down-town
football players and cheerleaders
•
•
•
•
a lack of folof the Fulton and South Fulton modernization and
At presstbse Wednesday the High schools at the Club's annual low-through on civic projects
were cited as some of the reasons
NEWS learned that seven of the "Football Banquet."
candidates be Council at South
The banquet will be held at the that might hinder the location of
Fails. bed withdrawn. The group South Fulton cafeteria. Follow- a sizeable and attractive indusMatlock, Nabors, ing the recognition of the high try to the Fulton area.
busludse W
Freemen, Psrgoms, Davie and school students, an address will
The meeting was presided oveg
Aiken&
of the by Randall Burcham, chairman
Carroll
Coach
by
made
be
•
•
•
•
University of Tennessee, Martin of the industrial committee of the
the total number of council can- branch.
Chamber of Commerce. It was an
didates to 16. Only four of the six
Arrangements are in charge of Informal open discussion of the
present councilmen are seeking Rotarians Don Sensing, Dr. Char- reasons why Fulton has been byre-election.
les Alexander and Al T. Owens. passed by some of the big, inThe three Negro candidates are:
dustries now locating in KentucHarvey 0. Vick, South Fulton
ky.
ITS HOT TAMALR DAY
grocer and employe on an Illinois
Power rates, tax structures,
is hot tamale day at
Thursday
Central dining car between FulWalnut Grove Church. The water supply, transportation facton and Chicago, Aaron Morris the
hot tamales ilities, and highway availabilities
and Willie 11. Hart, whore Peti- ladies are making
and will take orders. Call phone were all cited as being in a comtion; were filed Saturdael Nov. 2.
order and petitive situation with other
The councilmen seeking re- letliaarod place your
be delivered to you. towns in the Mid-South that have
will
they
election are: M. M. Matlock, railnothing better Man good, landed large industries.
road employe, H. L. Ferguson, There's
these cold
It was the general appearance
R. D. (Bobby) Matthews, an ex- hot, hot tamales on
So place your order now. and the general atitude of the
railroad
Roy days.
employe; and
1849-R
phone number is
community that came in for a
Adams, an employe of the Clin- The
large measure of the discussion
ton, Ky., Milling Co. The other
NEW BOARD 1811311BER
relative to getting industry.
councilmen, Henry Bethel and
Dr. Ward Bushert, Fulton, has
Finis Vancil, are not seeking re"Fulton's fine appearance to
been elected to the Board of Di- the site-seeking industrialist is a
election.
Other candidates include: Floyd rectors of the Kentucky Physi- dismal one", one of the visitors
Dedmon, manager of the Fulton cians Mutual. Inc., the Blue Shield said. "While Fulton has many
Leader Office Supply store; Eu- Plan of Kentucky.
beautiful residential areas, many
gene Copeland, owner of the Fulbeautiful churches, many progreston Gulf Service station; H. W.
sive business firma, the only picConnaughton. veterinarian; 0. C.
ture an industrialist often sees is
Walker, owner of the Fulton
the down-town area, which is not
Roofing di Insulation Co.; Arthur
The following were patients in always conducive to attracting an
Matheny, retired railroad em- the local hospitals Wednesday industry where a manufacturer is
ploye; and Leon Hutchens, own- morning.
looking for an attractive comer of the South Fulton cleaners, Hillview Hospital.
munity in which to place a plant,"
all members of the "Itfficiency in
Diane Lamb, Martin; Lucille he pointed out.
City Government and TVA" Brame, Water Valley; Nathan
Another of the industrial leadforces;
Copelen, Pryorsburg; Alma Wm- ers said: "What a pity an industRoy Nabors, John N. Freeman, sow, Florida, James Duncan, rialist fails to learn of the friendretired railroad employe, and Water Valley; Mrs. Virgil Cov- liness and the hospitality that aVirgil Davis, South Fulton farm- ington and baby, Louella Phillip, bounds in Fulton, before he
er.
Lola Crider, Alene McMillin, Bill makes the decision not to locate
Reece, Neil Clinard, Tommie Nell here."
Gates, Joyce Gardner, Mary RoBennett Homemakers
It was after the meeting that
bertson, Lula Doran, Eugene members of the industrial comWill Meet Thursday
Tarkenington, Virginia Jones, mittee made plans to meet at a
The Bennett Homemakers will Margaret Williams, Terry Hutch- very early date and map out a
meet in the home of Mrs. V. E. ens, James Johnson, James Stok- program for a city-wide improveMcAlister 110 Valley St., Thurs- er and Ethel Calhoun all of Ful- ment program.
day, November 14, at 10:30 ton.
In attendance at the meeting
Jones Hospiel:
o'clock.
were: Bruce Kennedy, chairman
Sherrie Forrester, McConnell;
W. R. ("Billy") Johnson, post
of the Economi• Development
supervisor and chief observer of Miss Judy Laws, Palmersville; Board of the State of Kentucky;
PalrnersGriffith,
the ground observer squadron, Mrs. George
Don Buchanan of the Kentucky
will be guest speaker during the ville; Pamela Milford, PalmersUtilities Company; Jim Zimmernoon hour. His topic will be vine ; Mrs. Leon Milford, Palmersman of the Kentucky Chamber
Ground observer corps and Civil vile; Mrs. Allen Ferguson, Mrs.
of Commerce's Industrial CornOtis Crutchfield, R. H. Lambert, mittee; Harry Cori-loss, Director
Defense.
and Mrs. a G. Clark all of Ful- of new business for the Kentucton.
ky Utilities; George Ensinger, InFulton Hospital:
dustrial Development Board of
Debbie Grissom, Water Valley; Texas Gas Transmission and LeoMrs. beati Clark, Clinton; Mrs. E. nard Kernan, industrial developM. Griffin, Martin; Mrs. J. R. ment of Kentucky Utilities.
Jeffress and baby, Crutchfield;
Jack Frost. director of industoriginal wrapper, following direc- Mrs. Clyde Corum, Crutchfield;
rial development for the IC was
tions on the label. From two to Leslie C. George, Hickman; Pattie
unable to attend but called the
four days should be allowed for Jane Carter, Wingo; Mrs. G. A.
Chamber of Commerce and said
ClinKelly,
E.
R.
Clinton;
Golden,
thawing a bird in the refrigerator,
that he was ready to assist Fulor two to six houn in cold run- ton; Mrs. Randy Jones, Wingo;
ton in any manner that he was
PicLuther
Mrs. Vera Burchears,
ning water.
upon.
kens, Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. celled
A general rule for determining
Edd Watts, Wingo; Miss Docie
the size of bird to buy is to allow
Jones, Wingo; Mrs. James Kim- Free Diabetes Tests Are
from 4 to v4 pound of ready-to- bell, Wingo; J. R. Nethery, Water
Physicians
cook turkey per person. Small Valley; C. C. Hancock, Walker Offered By
turkeys give fewer servings per Conn, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr.,
Free diabetes tests are being
poun d, proportionately, than J. 0. Lewis, Mrs. L. H. Reed, C. offered by physician members of
large ones, n 6 to 8-pound bird W. Burrow, Mrs. Helen Link, Mrs. the Kentucky State Medical Asmaking only six to 10 servings; T. J. Callison, Mrs. Carl Puckett, sociation, hospitals and laboraa 16 to 20-pound bird, 32 to 42 Miss Wanda Holland, Mrs. Car- tories throughout the state as part
servings
rol Johnson, Mrs. Warren Ander- Of National Diabetes Week which
There isn't much difference be- son, Jim Williamson, Mrs. Jack begins Sunday
K. F. Crocker, M. D., Fulton,
tween hens and toms in amount Underwood B. B. Stephenson,
of meat available. If an 8 to 15- Mrs. J. T. Travis, Mrs. Mabel chairman of the Fulton County
pound bird is needed, a hen tur- Hagnover, Gus Bard, Mrs. Mike Medical Society Diabetes Comkey is recommended, if 18 to 25 Fry and Mrs. Shelton Hart all of mittee will direct the detection
Fulton.
drive locally.
pounds, ask for a torn.

Thanksgiving Turkeys Plentiful
Here Are Some Homemaker Tips

Football Banquet
Is Monday Night

HOSPITAL NEWS

1

a sister, Mrs. Sophia
Tenn._ five
grandchildren; and several nieces
and nephews
Services were held Tuesday
afternoon at 3, at Johnson Grove
Church. The Rev. Lewis Elliott
officiated. Burial was in the
church cemetery.

' Olive, Tenn.;
Page 2, The Fulton News, Thursday, November 14, 1957 Derikins of Paris,
father of Mrs. Barney fipeight,
died at the Western State Hospital at Bolivar. Tenn Sunday
night Nov. 3 He would have Imo
90 years old today.
The body is at the MrVoy Funeral Home in Paris, where services were held Tuesday Nov. 5.
Burial was in the Old Salem Cemetrry, McKenzie, Tenn.
Besides his daughter here, he
leaves his wife. two other daughters, Mrs. Marvin Glisson of
Lansing. Mich., and Mrs- Agnes
Myatt of Louisville: two Dona.
Eh* and Kenneth Tompkins of
Memphis, 13 grandchildren and
13 great-graridohildren.

Mrs. Agnes Holland McDowell,
formerly of Fulton, died in Memphis Monday Nov. 4, she was 89.
Mrs. McDowell leaves three
daughters, here Lottie Steptiesison, Miss Joyce McDowell, both
of Memphis, and Mrs. Laura
Mae White of Dallas. 'Pexas; a
sister, Mrs. 0. L. Handley of
Water Valley; a brother, Leonard Holland of Fulton; and several nieces and nephews. includHill Holland. Mrs. Carl
ing
Puckett, Sr., and Mrs. Ray Wier, all of Fulton.
Services were field Tuesday Arthur Lee Harper of near McConnell in Obion County, died
afternoon in Memphis.
Sunday morning, Nov. 10, at 12:15
at the Hillview Hospital after a
week's illness
Mr. Harper was born March
6, 1882 in Henry County, Tenn.,
son of George and Martha Denning. He was a retired farmer.
Mr. Harper's wife preceded him
in death in August, 1957.
Mr. Harper leaves two sons,
William Cody Harper of Detroit
for HOME and FARM and Lewis Harper of St. Louis;
two daughters, Mrs. Laura KarMachines
ner of St. Louis and Mrs. Lucy
Matheny of Martin, Route 3; two
BENNETT ELECTRIC brothers,
William H. Harper of
FULTON Detroit and Leonard Harper of
PHONE all

Mrs. Mary Katherine McClure
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Merchie Harris near
Mayfield, at 9:30 p. m. Wednesday, Nov. 6, after a short illness.
She was 89.
Mrs. McClure was born June
8, 1868 in Weakley County,
Tenn., daughter of Edd and
Louisiana Garagus Scarbrough.
lied husband, Dave McClure, preceded her in death in 1945.
Mrs. McClure was a member
of the Salem Missionary Baptist
Church.
She leaves two sons, Will Mcelute of Royal Way, N. J., and
Zech McClure of Dukedom, Route
1; three daughters, Mrs. Merchie
Harris of near Mayfield, where
she made her home, Mrs. Birt
Davis of Dukedom, Route 1 and
Mrs. J. C. Glass of Mayfield; and
15 grandchildren.
Services were held Friday at
2 p. m., at the Salem Missionary
Baptist Church. The Rev. Jack
McClain officiated. Burial was in
the Acree Cemetery in Weakley
County.

tetball season starts next It Is pretty interesting sometimes.
night. Nov 12. here In
By the way, whoever left the
tr own gym. The first game or big can of blue paint on the frtint
itse season will be with Kenton. steps of the school, plates oome
The girls team has new white back and get the can 'cause we
uniforms this year. Thia is the kept the paint.
first time for white uniforms in
The -Tau Phi Lambda" girls
quite a number of MM.
will meet Monday night., Nov
There was a Southern Schools 11, at Ruth Darnell' house
Assemblies program Tuesday
Heels attached
Hello everyone Sorry that I morning. It was a comical prosafely...properly.
ORIGIN
KigNILAND
but
week,
lasts
you
wasn't with
with our new
gram given by "VV1ripy". EveryT was laid up with the flu. I one really liked it.
Cinderella
Keeneland Race Course. LexAea,-Soler.
think that everyone has it. I
Yours truly will Mlle a report Ingtono, occupies about 150 acre:
have nothing much to say about on the life of Frances E. Willard of the Old Keene iace, founded
the /Ninon Righ game, except that to the school Friday
on a tract of approximately 8.000
morning.
Fulton TKO son, 18-0 'It* bad,
Our studies haven't been ICI acres granted by Patrick Henry.
but therm borl 4 very good sea- hard since there have been so then governor of Vlrginia, to his
son. By that I mean both schools. many absent. We will really have
I think that everyone had a to crack down though
when
Pretty enjoyable Halloween. in everyone Is back in circulaUon.
your parents didn't make You Ugh!
stay at home because you had the
forget
Don't
the
wrestling
flu).
matches in the old gym. ThursBulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
Re sure to keep this Friday day night These are professional
Longines — Whittnaur — Benrus Watches
night oPeo, because you can't miss wrestlers who really know their
seeing the men teachers of South stuff.
Fulton play the men of the comEveryone is happy about the
munity. There may not be much new addution to the schools,
Skill involved
but there will be which is a new school bus. It
plenty of laughs for everyone. Is really a besut!
Game time Is 730 A small adI hope that you are still listMayfield and Murray
mission will be charged See you ening to "High Time" on W1FUL
there.
—every afternoon at 4700 o'clock.
111*

7:00 J
7•45 M
7:55 T
C
8:00
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11 45
12:00
12:15
12:25
1230
1:00
1..30
3:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4130
8:00
5:30

Mrs. Mabel SeUars
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass's
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dcled
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biolpgicals — ALLIED
Laboratories,Inc.

Consultyour

1 VETERINARIAN

Union City, Tenn.—Services
for Mrs. Mable White Sellars,
wife of Chester Sellars, Union
City businessman, were held at
3 Thursday, Nov. 7, at the Bishop
Street Church Of Christ.
Burial was in the East View
Cemetery by White-Ranson Funeral Home.
Mrs. Sellars, who was 46, died
at 8:30 Wednesday morning in
Obion County General Hospital
after an illness of several months.
Born and reared in Obion
County, Mrs Sellars spent her
life in this area. She was graduated from Union City High
School.
She leaves her husband; a son,
T. L Clore, Jr., of Nashville and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Wright of Union City.

Arthur Blalock, 76, died Sunday afternoon, Nov. 10, at his
home at 112 Church Street. Mr.
Blalock had not been well for
several months, but his death
came rather unexpected after his
condition became much worse two
days prior to his passing.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lillie
Dudley Blalock; four daughters,
Mrs. Clyde Payne of Harris and
Mrs. E. L. Morris of Chicago,
Mrs. Harold Arnold of Fulton
and Mrs. J. W. Starks of Fulton.
Three sons, Elmo. Raymond
and Burt Blalock, preceded their
father in death.
Services were held Tuesday afternoon at 2, at the South Fulton Baptist Church. The Rev. Mr.
McGerry of the Harris Baptist
Church officiated Burial was in
the Pinegar Cemetery, under direction of W. W. Jones Funeral
Home of Martin.

Eudy Infant

DS
FEE
EGG
NE
WAY
Geared up to give you .....
9 EXTRA
4A EGGS
per pullet housed!
Exclusive Wayne Research development! increase of 1.4% wore eggs
on 3.5*: less feed per donee—that's
what Ey•cro-Zymic formolated
Warm Egg Feeds did in Werke
Research Farm tests le comparison
with very good laying refloat. The
secret Is is the way entries.' are
geared I. each other te pet Nes
wore effective action the enzymes
le lb* body of the hen. Now available in all Wain* Egg Feeds—nig,lar mashes, all-meshes coed
frees.

Services were held Monday,
Nov. 4, in Rockford, Ill., for the
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Eudy of 507 Sawyer Road,
Rockford.
The child was born Sunday
morning at 1 o'clock and lived
only four hours. The baby weighed nine pounds.
Mrs. J. H. Eudy of Fulton is
the child's grandmother.

Here are just 12 of the Hotted prices on Lake Street
Full 42 inches wide: this is regular

First quality; sizes 4 to 12;regularly $5.98; available in red. blue. or

88

$2.98 material; Red. black. blue.

•

tan.

251% wool: ideal for sport wear;

5' WOOL BLANKETS

4 puts

These are full 66 x 80 DOUBLE

1.00
FIRST QUALITY WOOLEN

•

pair!

$

$3.98. Save $1.00.

Full 60 inches wide; see our large

1.77

10-os blue denim: sizes 6 to le,
rez.ularly priced at $1.69: you save
4

save $1.21 Yard.

_

BOYS DUNGAREES
Ladies Orlon Sweaters

MENS 55c SOCKS
First quality dress sox in stripes,

1.29
i

:"( Orlon cardigan, sizes 34 ti,
40
100

3 PAms

Regularly $3.98; Black, red.
brown, turquoise.

1.00

39

•

I

BOYS $1.98 SHIRTS
Long sleeves: gingham',

MENS' SWEAT SHIRTS
First Quality! Fleece lined! Stzes

plaids

and cotton flannels: Sizes 6 to 16.
Get several, now!

••
‘10

S—M-14 Regularly priced at
$1.69. What a saving!

LADIES 39c PANTIES
Stop in anytime ...
meet your friends here
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to sea
and try the latest model CONN instrument
el your choke. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

8
2.9
98

BLANKETS. regularly priced al

sizes 9-13: Regularly priced at 59c

selection: Regularly for $2.98;

1 77
•

green.

Men's Heavy Sweat Sox

checks and plaids: sizes 10-12.
$
What a saving!
MAKE
OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

CROMPTON VELVET

EDDIES CAR COATS

Nylonized. brief style. sizes 5-6-7,
in whites and pastel colors. Stock

4 PAIRS

up!

$

1.00

00

0

$1.98 Ironing Board Sets
Includes TUFFLEX PAD and nonscorch SILICONE COVER. This
Is a regular $1.98 set. Save OVER
50%1
+i

80
P CI
U

le.

ands,

Lifts

KFVS
CHANNEL -12
Nov. 14 — Nov. If

1110111

n attached
.properly
k our new
Cinderella
lab-Soler.

Shop
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7:00
7.46
7:55
8:00
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:30
600
5:30

THURSDAY
Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
This Is Your Music
Watching the Weather
News
As The World nans
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict Is Yours
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Guy Lombardo Show
Trouble with rather
The Little Baena).
Sky King

TNtAMULIC

our ATIC
ei

•II

lista Paoli
AWN doss
taw dims payment"IP"and lazy Taros tothea

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Accurat.
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
Watches. Clocks and Time
Pismo et AU Rinds Acesnasty Repaired at Lew Oast
by—

ANDREWS
Iewary Company

The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
26 Men
Harbourmaster
Climax
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Channel 13 Theatre
News & Weather

7:00
746
7:55
8:00
8:45
8:55
-9:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
100
1:30
200
2:30
300
3.15
3:30
400
4:30
5:00
6.30
1.40
6.00
4:06
6. 16
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9. 30
10:00
10:30

Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News'
Today's Weather
Captdin Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
This In Your Music
Watching the Weather
News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict is Yours
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Guy Lombardo Show
Trouble With Father
The Little Rascals
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
My Little Margie
Trackdown
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Byline Steve Wilson
The Lineup
Person to Person
Martin Kane
Jim Bowie

8-00
830
8:30
10:00
10:30
11 .00
12:00
1230
12:45
1:00
2:00
4:30
6:00

SATURDAY
Home di Market
Captein Kangaroo
Mighty Mouse
Susan's Show
Saturday Playhouse
Jimmy Dean Show
Fury
R. F D
Industry on Parade
Championship Bowling
Ice Hockey
Hollywood Matinee
Zorro

FOR A BEI i ER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE ttatpaiit AT
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut St.

Fulton

The WW1 Funeral Home
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES-We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

PHONE 88

ii

111•11

408 EDDINGS STREET

00SEC
2 FINE HARRtS HOTELS
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g
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Other Norris Hotels
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Casey Jones
Wyatt Zarp
Dick — The Duchess
Gale Storm Show
Have Gun Will Travel
Gusamoke.
0. Henry Playhouse
Lawrence Welk Show
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather
SUNDAY

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:45
1:00
3:45
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
800
8:30
9:00
9.30
10:00
10:15
11:45

The Christopher,
This Is The Life
Lamp Unto My Feet
Look Up and Live
Camera Three
U. N In Action
Let's Take A 'Trip
Wild Bill Hickok
Face The Nation
Football Kickoff
Pro Football
World News Roundup
Seven Lively Arts
Beat The Clock
20th Century
Telephone Time
Jack Benny
Ed Sullivan Show
G. E Theatre
Hitchcock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
Count of Monte Cristo
Sunday News Special
Channel 12'Meatr.
News & Weather
MONDAY

7:00
7.45
7:55
8:00
8.45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
1:00
1:30
200
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:00
11:30
5:40
6:00
8:04
6:15
8:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9.30
1000
10:30
11:00
11 30

Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
This In Your Music
Watching the Weather
News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict Is Yours
Bighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cowboy Corral
Superman
Nartoons
Cartoon Capers
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
Burn, and Allen
Talent Scouts
Danny Thomas
December Bride
Harbor Command
Man Called X
State Trooper
0. S. S.
Three Musketeers
News & Weather

7:00
7:45
7:55
8:00
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
315
3:30
4:00
5:00
1:36
5:40
6:00
1141
II:11
4:80
7:00
7:30
8:00
8.30

Jimmy Dean Show

Phone 201

IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BET—

NNW

6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:60
9:30
10:00
11:00
12:00

FIUDAY

rain

217 Mats

WNW

4:80
6:06
8.15
630
7:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
12:00

TUESDAY
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
This It Your Music
Watching the Weather
News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict Is Yours
Brighted Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Nfght
Cowboy Corral
Woody Woodpecker
Hartoons
Cartoon Capers
The Scoreboard
Watching Th. Weather
Douglas Edwards
Name Thai Tune
Phil Silvers
Eve Arden Show
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton Show

No Injuries, Much
Damage In 4-Car
Sunday Smashup
No one was injured but damages estimated at $2,300 was
caused on Sunday, November 3,
on the Fulton-Union City highway at the Harris Station'road
intersection when three cars and
a pickup collided.
Vehicles and drivers involved
included:
A 1954 model Ford pickup
driven by Howard Flowers of
Route 3, Union City; a 1954 model
Ford sedan driven by Wallace
Stephens of Route 4, Fulton, a
1955 model four-door Oldsmobile
driven by Titus King of Fulton,
and a 1955 model Oldsmobile
driven by Mrs. Virginia Waterfield Hudgens of Union City.
Highway Patrolman Bill Menem, who with Trooper Tom
Kilpatrick investigated, said the
accident occurred in this manner.
With all vericles headed south,
the pickup started to turn left
off the highway toward Harris,
when the King Oldsmobile hit
the rear of the pickup, knocking the pickup into the rear of
the Stephens Ford which was also turning off on the Harris
road. Unable to stop, the Hudgens Oldsmoblie hit the rear of
the King car.
Damage to the Stephens, Flowers, King and Hudgens vehicles
was estimated at $400, $600,
$1,000 and $300, respectively.

November 18: Bobby May, Nap
Brigham, W. L. Holland, Mrs.
George
Alley, Vernon
Robey,
Shirley Jean Percy; November
le: American Legion, Mrs. Sam
Short, Joe Thomas Harris; November 20: Stella Lowe, Mrs. J. T.
Brundige, Mrs. if. N. Strong, Ed
Prier's, Mignon McKendree, P.
P. Wade; November 21: Nancy
Wilson, Edna Adams. Mrs. Sr. C.
Barns Jr.. Mr. Enest Smith. Mrs.
Billy Blayden, Mrs. J. A. Brasfield, Mrs. James Sub/ett, Ida
O'Steen.

7:00
7:45
7:45
8:00
8:45
855
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
1:00
1.30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:06
6:15
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Buy Your

Au

PRODUCTS
at

Go to Church Sunday

GAMBLE'S
300 Walnut St.

.r

TOP QUALITY
WINDOW
MATERIAL
sots IN AT.SNP OPT colal
alTria=r=ar.,:a..""jo.
ow
.
.
LIXO'GLASS

Vat SHATTIII1100f,SAADI SITTER, LAST LONGO

Just Cut
and TackOn

LASS-O-NET
PLASTI6LASS
114-GLASS
EN-GLASS

311" temb

ERS' SUPPLY, INC:501 Walnut Street

FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake St.

Phone 1

WE HAVE THE GENUINE
LONG '
/
..S,A...
LASTING C.1/

7Z/0 a/di/4V

WINDOW MATERIALS

— VISIT US TODAY —

Western Auto Associate Store
Home Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan

— Fulton —

Time

Phones 96, 99

1111

233-9 Main St.

Fulton

HAVE THE GENUINE,

wusw MATRMALS

A. Huddleston Co.

WEDNESDAY
Jimmy Dean Shoe.
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning New
Coffee Break
Garry Moor. Ohm/
Godfrey 'line‘
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
This Is Your Music
Watching -the Weather
News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict Is Yours
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Guy Lumbardo Show
Crunch and Des
The Little Rascals
Cisco Kid
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Waterfront
The Big Record
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
U. S. Steel Hour
Frontier Dr.
Frank Sinatra Show
The Falcon
News & Weather

Shop in Patton

Jimmy Dale Herndon, Graves
Countain, has been named as one
of the 29 high-ranking 4-H Club
members in Kentucky and will
receive an expense-free trip to
the 4-H Club Congress in Chicago the end of November. He
won on leadership.

114S
P
WITH 0

Materials From

$84,000 Question
Captain David Grief.
The Silent Service
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

now

STORM WINDOWS,PORCH ENCLOSURES
AIL aro

WARP'S Window

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
12:00

WINS CHICAGO

4/
4
4404K,LOW COST, Pout DOORS,
1

Buy Your

November 15: J. A. Hornbeak,
Mrs. Dee Ferguson: November 16:
Mrs Jake Underwood, Louis Jean
Hindman. Florence Allen: November 17: Shirley Mann Wade
Tony Siayden. Janice Sue Melds,
Winston Luca-, Rea Jo Reams:
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1 0 1'

Fulton
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LOW-COST SINIATTIEFIFIDFROCAIF

PLASTIC

VIET

FM

OUALIT

Don't let cold weather catch
you unprepared. Tack up one
of Warp's Low-cost, Shatterproof Window Materials mow.
Eliminate dangerous drafts.
Keep your house warm and
comfortable all winter long.
SHATTIRIIR OF

•
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RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "Mir Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

WO MSG,esee OP"

City Drug Co.. Fulton

Help Wade Celebrate their 24th Birthday!
NOTHING RESERVED - EVERY ITEM REDUCED
All WADE STORE Participating -- Special Buys
Galore - - THIS IS A STORE-WIDE SALE
"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
Fulton, Ky. — Union City, Tenn.
Martin, Tenn. — Blytheville, Ark.

T.

Sanford, Florida
112 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 103

-

It's GOODBYE to Norma Benedict who is leaving Fulton this
week when she and her son, Al,
leave for Fort Collins, Colorado
to join husband, Eddie, where
the popular Benedict family will
make their home.
The Benedict family will be
By Mary Nelle Wright
sorely missed in many Fulton
" every
circles—and certainly in the
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady
Methodist Church where she has
y.
gh Frida
day oat WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday throu
been on the church staff as secretary for the past four years.
About a hundred members of
"We just shake hands at meeting with many that the church gathered in the church
dining room Friday night to honor
nigh,
Norma with a going-away party.
.
.
.
by
go
that
many
to
ing
greet
in
We nod the head
Hosts for the affair were Josephine and Morgan Omar. Nell and
but there's
open
E
.
WID
.
.
d
Newton, MonteIle and
frien
Harold
old
you,
for
E
OPEN HOUS
Nelson Tripp, Martha Meade and
house for you"....
Fry.
ds, Guy
The table was decorated with a
ALWAYS among your MANY Fulton frien
very appropriate centerpiece
BRENT (Joseph) WILLIAMS!
which held miniature moving
you
hear
and
see
to
were
we
D
And how DELIGHTE
loaded with HOUSEHOLD
vans
join recital with
again, Joseph, as you appeared in
furniture. A delicibus pot-luck
mezzo-soprano Ellen Alexander at UTMB in Martin last supper was served buffet-style.
During the evening a number of
Thursday night.
entertaining games and contests
Of
.
Worth
Fort
of
cker
Huntsu
It has been many years since
were enjoyed and the group precourse, we are all delighted to
Norma with a set of matchyou were a piano pupil of Fannie
sented
Hill
Louise
g.
weddin
hear of the
e.
May Maddox, (Mrs. Clarence)
luggag
ed
also
was
s
Louque of New Orlean
and we thought you were "on
Our best wishes go to you,
know
must
you
and
n
Housto
in
field
t
your way" to the concer
what a great time the three HILL
via piano when you represented
sisters were having. And their
the
at
t
Distric
cky
Kentu
First
the
brother, Joe and his lovely famiState Music Festival at Lexington,
also live in Houston. Ruth was
ly
Fulton
ing
wlile you were attend
escent over the new car
efferv
High School.
her for her birthday—
gave
Leon
But more years passed and
as well as happy to entertain the
concen
was
ability
l
musica
your
"bride and groom". When that
trated toward the vocal field.
family gets together—it's fun—
Belle
Mrne
After studying with
GREAT fun they have. Our cons
Forbes-Cutter in Los Angele
ations go to Jim Huntsuckyou worked with the famous gratul
for having chosen such a woner
suband
Teyte
Maggie
o
sopran
gal—as Carolyn. Those of
sequently became the leading derful
send our "bestest"
Fulton
in
us
Faust
of
tions
tenor in her produc
happy years for
happy,
for
wishes
and La Perichole.
you'
of
both
And you have concertized all
over the United States including
Another nice family had a
many operetta and orchestra enweekend—the Whitnels—
the
with
happy
ances
gagements appear
daughter,
Chautauqua Opera Association, when Ann, Win and
of CinThe Symphony of the Air, NBC- Linda and brother, Fred, Nashto
TV Opera and engagements at cinnatti drove down
ville to see the Kentucky-Vandy
Carnegie Hall.
the
in
were
game. And we're sure the game
Those of us who
as both
audience at Martin agreed that PLEASED this group Vanderof
your voice has a wonderful, warm "boys" are "cld grads"
with his family
quality, but it also has a great bilt. Fred visited
when he renight
y
Sunda
when
Even
until
power.
and
nce
resona
Cincinnatti.
in
home
his
you
to
felt
turned
we
,
you sang loudest
e.
still had plenty in reserv
In fact, we think you are a
Margaret W'hitnel's mother,
real artist who is endowed with Mrs. M. M. Boyd of Fort Myers,
a remarkably fine voice . . . and Florida has returned home after
it's NOT that WE are prejudiced! having spent two months with
You displayed your versatility on Margaret, Win Linda and Charles
this occasion when you sang and her many friends in Fulton.
virtually every type of song to
be found on a concert program—
Fulton—as ALWAYS—was well
and sang ALL of them almost represented at the Ky.-Vandy
equally well.
game played Saturday in NashIn fact it would be hard to say ville. Perhaps the HAPPIEST
which of your numbers was the ones there were three members
most rewarding. But certainly of Coach Charlie Thomas' UNhigh on the list was Seguidilla, DEFEATED Bulldogs! You see,
the famous aria from Carmen they were SPECIAL guests of the
which you sang with Miss Alex- University of Kentucky team—
andet.
AND—they sat right down on the
And your interpretation of the SIDELINES. What a thrill it
American folk song, Buffalo Gals must have been for Harold Frazicertainly met with our approval. er, Robert Bone,. Bobby Bennett
Surely there was no better way and Jack Forrest! Say fellows—
to close a delightful program than WE'RE PROUD of you!
to sing selections from MY FAIR
LADY,
And there were MANY others
It was an evening of fine music from Fulton who saw the game
and
and superb entertainment
including LOTS of the "younger
those of us who were fortunate crowd." Dr. Danny and Joan
enough to attend the recital send Baird, Coach Charlie and Betty
our thanks to you, Brent Wil- Lou Thomas, Rodney and Lois
liams, Ellen Alexander, and your Jean Miller, Gene and Cissy Hatexcellent accompanist, Elizabeth field, Felix and Mary Louise GosJenkins.
sum, David and Donna Homra,
Those who attended were: Jimmie Weaks, Paul Kasnow and
t,
Bennet
Mary
Mayme Bennett,
Dick Meacham, Billy and Joan
Jo Westpheling, Mary Nelle Homra, Joe and Maurine Treas,
Wright, Doris Wiley, Mary Swan Charles and Shirley Homra of
Bushart, Mary Lou Blackstone, Ridgley, Tenn. All of this "gang"
Mary Boyd, Fannie May and stayed at the Andrew Jackson—
Clarence Maddox, Kellena Durand had LOADS of fun!
bin, Margaret Crockett Moore of
Mrs.
Then, in the "older" crowd,
Charleston, Mo., Mr. and
n, Ann and
Dueal Williams and daughter, Sara and Ward Johnso
Pearlee and
d,
Hollan
Fields
ce
Jack
Lauren
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Patsy,
Ward and Sara
and son, Stanley and Mr. and Happy Hogan, Dr.
Maxwell McMrs. Lee Davenport of Crofton, Bushart, Ruby and
Dade, Lee and Rebecca AnderKy.
son of Paducah, Irene and Bob
our
came
White.
that
news
good
'Twas
way from Houston, Texas Sunday
Also enjoying the game were
when Mary Swan Bushart had a
y, C. D. and
telephone conversation with Ruth Sam Jones, Stanle
We think 'twas a
and Leon Bondurant in the west- Johnny Jones
on from the
ern city. And the news is—that GOOD representati
town!
home
ole
Jim
Mrs.
now
is
Carolyn Hill

Diary of Doin's

again.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Norment left for their new home Sunday.
and Clif home), Elthebeth, Bill
Saturday for a visit with their
and Betty McDsde also from Maygranddaughter at her home in
Maxwell and Ruby McDade en- field, kfontez and Horton Baird,
Ridgewood, N. J.
tertained the McDade "kith and Dr. Danny and Joan Baird and
kin" with their annual family son, Steve, Mary Nelle and HenMr. and Mrs. E. H. Wright of dinner at their home on Third don Wright and the host and
Seattle, Washington visited in Street Tuesday night. November hostess—Maxwell and Ruby.
Fulton last week with their aunt, marks the birthdays of the three
Mrs. E M. Jenkins and cousins, McNide brothers, Will, Mace and
Mr. and Mrs Robert McCain.
Gip—so each year Ruby "roasts
the turkey and boils the ham"—
Frances and Lawson Roper and calls the clan together for
have "entertained" a houseful of a wonderful evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brockwell of
little ladies for the past two
Some of the members of the Martin, announces the engageWE'RE "TALKIN'" about
weeks.
Vies Aie.i.rttier and Joseph their three GRANDDAUGHTERS family are away like Max Mc- ment if their daughter, Charlotte
who is at the University Ann Brockwell. to James Lowell
- Rebecca, Susan and Nancy! Dade,
cky, Don Wright at An- Irvine of Whiting, Ind., son of
Kentu
of
these little ladies were
Norma, Edr'ie and Al in your You see,
Millie McDade Sheltie- Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beard of near
,
napolis
sort of "stashed away" here while
,in Wingo, Ky.
new Colorado home!
were moving ford (Mrs. Jack) who lives
daddy
and
y
momm
Mr. Irvihe graduated from FulThose of us in toe Methodist from Indianapolis to Jefferson Versailles, Ky. while hubby, Jack,
Church are extending a hearty City, Mo. because you well know attends the University of Kentuc- gham High School in 1957 and is
WELCOME to Lucille Luther who that their parents, Elizabeth Ann ky. James and Irene McDade and now employed with Lever Bros
will assupie the duties of secre- and James Hart would have had their two girls, Susan and jean in Whiting, Ind.
tary of the church.
Miss Brockwell attended Mara HARD time trying to make the moved to Dallas, Texas recently—
the
d
tin
High School in Martin, Tenn.
enjoye
who
us
around
of
uns"
those
"chill
so
the
with
move
Addie
Margaret and Joe Hall must be
and
Will
were:
on
re-uni
their grandmother and
McDade,
lonesome these days since their —and
VITAMIN SOMICI
have enjoyed them McDade, Msce and Dula
daughter, Peggy, and new son grandaddy
McDade, Bertie HoOde
and
Gip
we
—
y
Frankl
LY.
OUGH
Broccoli ls • good source of
have returned to their home in THOR
e Hogg, Lois
the Roper home on West ward, Ruby McDad
of vitamins A and C. It contains
Hunt
Brookfield, Illinois. But the "dad- think
Herbie
and
Ann
Haws,place
be a QUIET
calcium and phosphorus, too.
dy", Tommy Spraggs will be Street must
left Mayfield (they left Ann Conley iron,
his family together since all of the Hart family
happy to h

Brockwell-Irvine
Engagement Told
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Super-Specials, 3 Days Only
(Thursday — Friday — Saturday)
•
•
•
$1 yd.
Some woolens, 60" wide, Reg. $2.98. only
yd.
$1.19
only
,
$1.59
arly
roy,
Regul
cordu
ed
Print
Plain corduroy, washable, Regularly $1.29 98c yd.
Chintz: all new patterns — for drapes, bedspreads,
50c yd.
and slip covers, Regularly $1.19 yd.
yd.
$1.19
$1.69
Galey and Lord Shakbark, Reg.
yd.
50c
only
79c,
Striped denims, Regularly
yd.
59c
only
ns,
cotto
98c
and
79c
of
One group
yd.
39c
_
_
only
ns,
59c
of
cotto
group
One
$2.49 yd.
New Shipment of Woolens __-- _
$2.49 yd.
Velveteen
buttons
yd.
Shoulder pads 10c pair: Trimmings, Sc
your
for
ins
barga
lc each. Take advantage of these
Christmas buying!

Fulton Fabric Shop
Commercial Avenue

Next to NEWS office

4 -2004 al WFULtonland

CIRCLEAM Coverage
AM
1,000 Watts 1270 KC

oputitiaoni, sales
$864,10,.3.7
830 00o

INNER
CIRCLE

FM Coverage

WFUL
'RADIO NEIGHBORS IN FIVE STATES"

265.000 Population
$248,000,000 Retail Sales

FM
500 Watts, 104.9 MC
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DEATHS

Farm News, Meetings, Events
(td's note: ths following informatiou, supplied Till NEWS
bY the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and aerimitural
agencies will be of special interest to Progressive
/arni.r. in 11h4
Ken -Tens area):

TOBACCO SUPPORT
LEVELS ANNOUNCED

Ed

rap

,
v volttow

The average price support loan
level for the 1957 crop of FireCured Tobacco will be 38.6 cents
per pound and Dark Air-Cured
Tobacco will be 34.5 cents per
pound. Mr. C. C. Vaughn, ChairMan of the Obion County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, has announced. Supports on the 1956 crop
averaged 38.1 cents per pound
for Fire-Cured and 32 1 cents per
pound for Dark Air-Cured.
Earlier in the year, minimum
average loan levels, based on
March 15 parity prices, were announced for the 1967 tobacco
crops, and in most cases these
advance minimums were lower
than the final rotes announced
October 2. Since the parity index
is now higher than on March 15,
the levels havp bee, increased in
accordance with law, which directs that the actual level Of sup-

NOW thru MONDAY
2 Performances Daily
At 2 p. m. & 7:30 p. m.
MATINEES — Adults . . tie
CHILDREN—All 'limes. .
Evenings andl Bat. and Sun's
Adults
$1.25
ROX0MCS OPENS
Saturday and Sunday — 1:SO

CECILIIDEMIWI'S

THETEN
COMMANDME

port be the higher of (1) the
minimum announced, or (2) the
level computed on the basis of
parity prices as of the beginning
of the marketing year.
The Commodity Credit Corporation will make price-support
loans axalable to growers
through grower cooperative associations on the basis of official
standard grades at a specified
rate for each grade. Schedules
of loan rates by grades will be
announced before the sales season begins for the various types.
COTTON QUOTA VOTES TO BE
HELD DECEMBER 11TH UM
The refrendums on marketing
quotas for the 1958 cotton crops
—will be held on December 10,
Roy C. Gray, Chairman of the
State Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee, reminded farmers today.
A natural marketing quota of
11,920,290 bales (standard bales
of SOO poundr gross weight) and
a national acreage allotment of
17,391,304 acres were proclaimed
by the Secretary of Agriculture
for the 1958 uphold cotton crop
on October 11
The quotas will be subject to
approval by growers voting in the
December 10 referendum. At least
two-thirds of those voting must
approve the quotas If they are to
be in effect
Quotas and allotments for upland cotton operate throughout
cotton producing areas.
A national marketing quota and
a national acreage allotment for
upland cotton must be proclaimed for the following year if the
Secretary finds that the total
supply of upland cotton for the
current marketing year exceeds
the normal supply.
Growers have approved quotas
for upland cotton for the last
four crops.

"Pride Of Southland"
Plays At Martin Friday

•Visosamovvt v41.40111

issea.00ksa•

Mrs. Annie Grooms

Members of the University of
Tennessee's Pride of the Southland band will be guests on the
Martin Branch campus, Friday
night, Nov. 15.
ienememmimw

Toyland is Open

Will Meet gasp At
Palestine Center

Sunday Preacher Al
Wesley Is Announced

The Palestine Homemakers will
Rev. Roy Wright of Pinson,
meet in an all.day meeting Fri- Tenn. will preach at the Wesley
day, November 15, at the Com- Methodist Church, next Sunday

OYSTERS
EXTRA

City—Ruble Lee Harrison, 70, a retired farmer and
brickmason of the Central community in District No. 7, died at
3 p. in. Friday November I. at
the Wallace hospital in Memphis
where he had been a patient for
a week.
Services were held at the Cane
Creek Primitive Baptist church
in District 7 at 2 p m. Sunday.
Burial was in the church cemetery with White-Ranson Funeral
home in charge.
Elder Grady Brown of Memphis officieted.
Mr. Harrison was a former
pastor of the Cane Creek Primitive Baptist church and at the
time of his death was serving
Boaz Chapel near Fulton. Ky.
Mr. Harrison was born May 24.
1887, in the same community
where he had made his home
and spent all his life there except for five years in Martin and
eight years In Meniphis, returning to the Central community
in 1935. He was the son of Addison L. and Wilmoth Walker Harrison.
Mr Harrison is survived by
four sons. Boyd of Route 1, Rives.
R. V. of Route 1, Martin. Dennis
of Memphis and James of Savannah. Oa.. and six grandchildren. His wife. Mrs. Virzi. Craven Harrison whom he married
Dec. 27. 1906. died Aug 30th 1957.

Continued from Pave One

away, but quick. We got so much
mail that it will take us weeks
to mail all the records as a result of the subjects sent in to the
panel. As soon as we catch up
with the record mailing we'll give
more records away, but our staff
just cannot stop everything
they're doing to mail those records. And that's what we've got
to do to catch up with the requests.
We believe there ate a number
of reasons for our phenomenal
mail pull. One is that our programming is geared to the tastes
of people who want to enjoy a
diversified program of listening
and the other is that our chief
engineer Hap Bowden keeps our
AM and FM equipment in such
tip-top shape that it is reaching
its maximum peak in coverage.

numerous to mention.
So it is with a great deal of
satisfaction that we accept Freddie Homra's congratulations about
WFUL's coverage and listening
audience. Everybody at WFUL
takes a great deal of pride in the
service we attempt to render to
the public.

Buy now on our convenient Lay-Away
plan, while selections are complete.

And so it goes when people
thank us for the public service
time we are rendering. And that's
not as it should be. We thank you
for using WFUL -as a public seavies medium because a radio staMos tion is in the public domain and
Is for the use of themp
se
t)e we
aillphavOihe pleasure of

National Stores Corp.
Lake Street
-2"
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SUPER RIGHT QUALITY BEEF BLADE CUT
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)
lSEHR CUT)
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99°
Sliced Bacon
49°
)
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Right
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D
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Super Right
T
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Lb.
0
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JUMBO 24 SIZE ICEBERG
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Tomatoes :-`4'..thco:cs"
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Lb..
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Rib Roast
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Chum Salmon.
Fig Bar
Apple Butter
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Ann Page
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49'
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Orange Juice
A & P CONCENTRATED
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35c
Ivory Soap(.
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79c
Ivory Snow
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29c
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NOTEBOOK—
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S

PINT
TIN

Union

On Monday, Nrrvernber----4,
twelve women from Fulton County went over to Kenlake Hotel
for a days work shop in Music
under the supervision of Mrs.
Gene Marie Christian from the
University of Ky.
The group included: Mrs. J. H.
Lawrence, Mrs. Roy Bard, Mrs.
E. Douglas, Mrs. Rayford Duke,
Mrs. H. Allison, Mrs. DeMyer,
Mrs. Howard, Mrs. Mareen Sowell, Mrs. Dean Collier, Mrs.
Gerald Binford, Mrs. H. Butler
and Mrs. Bertha McCloud.

wagons, cars, trucks, holster sets, mualcal
toys. games and many other items too

"Club Assembly" with District
Governor, Nat Dortch, at the
home of President J. D. Hales,
On Monday, November 25, The
beginning with dinner at 6:45 p.

I.L. Harrison

Twelve Enjoy Music
Workshop Al Lake

dolls, plush animals, tea sets, tricycles,

Rotarians Prepare For
Gov. Dortch Nov. 25

Mrs. Annie Cole Grooms, 77, munity center.
evening, November 17, at 7 p. m.
resident of the Fremont comFulton Rotary Club will have a
The Major lesson will be
He is the son or Mr. and Mrs
m.
munity for the past 53 years, died
Christmas decoration and candle John E. Wright of Water Valley, and the public is cordially inThe following day the Goverat her home at 11:15 a. m. Theemaking.
Route one. All of his many friends vited.
nor will meet with the local club
day Nov. 12.
Services will be held at the
Salem
Methodist church
near
Woodland Mills at 2 p. m. Thursday. Burial will be in the church
cemetery. The body will be at the
White-Ranson Funeral home until Ume of service.
Mrs. Grooms was born in Mid&Re Tennessee Aug. 13, 1680. She
was married Oct. 3, 1904 to J. H
Grooms who died In 1931.
Mrs. Grooms is survived by
three sons. Hurtle and John,
both of P'rernont, and J. L. (Bill)
of Fulton Ky.; a daughter, Mrs.
Ernest McKenzie of East St.
Louie. Ill.; a stepson. Howard, of
Fremont: a stepdaughter, Mrs.
Bob Edwards of Fremont: a
brother, Walter Cole of the Martin highway, Union City; 14
grandchildren;
nine
stepgrandCorn. See You'll Save
children: several greatgrandchildren: and two great-great-grandchildren. Two step-sons, Athen
CAP'N JOHN
and Anver, preceded her in death

AT NATIONAL STORES

We have a large selection of
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89c

Fr. Fried Potatoes A a P

9
Pl
:
)
k

17c

DELICIOUS JANE PARKER

Apple Pie (
Chiffon Cake(
Cheddar Cheese
Cottage Cheese

JANE PARKER CHOCOLATE
Ea

R5e9gc

4,5c
490

WISCONSIN SHARP MAMMOTH
Lb.

1-Lb.
Ctn.

69t
31(

AN Prices lit This Ad Effective ehru Sat, Nov. 16th

ram
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Go to Church Sunda,

Walnut Grove
Hears Report On
Wesley Program

SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE

The Walnut Grove Woman's
Society of Cluistian Service met
Monday night, Nov. 4th, for their
regular meeting and in observance
of the Visitation Program, were
hostess to the Palestine Woman's
Society of Christian Service.
Mrs. Jack Irvine, president, presided over the short business session and welcomed the guests.
Mrs. Virgil Davie, Martin Area
Sub-District Chairman, Mrs. L.
P. Carney, Paris District Secretary
of Literature and Publication, the
guest speaker fitwdy Whitehead,
Director of the Wesley Foundation
at trnse. Martin, Tennessee and
Palestine
from
following
the
WSCS: Mrs. Leslie Nugent, president, hers. Roy Bard, Mrs. U.
B. Brown, Mrs. Lon Brown, Mrs.
Lewis Thompson, Mrs. Harvey
Pewitt, Mrs. Bertha Nugent, Mrs.
A. M. Browder and Mrs. M. B.

Up to 60c Values

—
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
— per roll

207 Church

Phone 35

z=
it
Fill all your needs NOW
1
...AND SAVE!

Waterfowl Season
Opened November 7
Kentucky's waterfowl hunting
season was opened Nov. 7 and extends through Jan. 15, the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources announces.
The duck bag limit is four a
day with a possession limit of
eight after two or more days of
shooting. Hunting hours will be
from one-half hour before sunrise
to sunset.
The possession and bag limit
for geese is five, which may not
include more than two Canada!
or Canada subpecies. No wood
ducks may be killed.

News From Our
Boys In The

poem
.0 Os
7moms
INIlh AM PRYOR
asilighssi Ica^ lawn onnal Wheal
OT 11M128 IN MILK !CARLY
Most dairymen are gradually
accepting the theory that dairy
heifers should be bred by weight
rather than by age. Yet when an

SERVICE
Dyess Air Force Base, Texas—
Major William P. Reed, son of
Mrs. W. C. Reed, 416 Park Ave.,
Fulton, is scheduled to receive a
unique professional award here
when he will become a member
of the Strategic Air Command's
”B-47 1,000 Hour Club." Maj.
Reed has successfully flown more
than 1,000 hours in a Boeing 8-47
Stratojet bomber. He is presently
assigned to the 341st Bombardment Wing as an aircraft commander. He is also Ass't Division

Mrs. Marjorie Butler, 13-yearold mother of two and former
resident of Obion, was killed and
inJames C. Pruett, 24-year-old a 26-year-old man seriously
motorcycle they
the
when
jured
son
employe,
government career
were riding spun out of control
of Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Pruett of
in Metnphis last Friday, Nov. 1st.
606 South Sixth htreet, Union
City, has been promoted to chief
administrative officer by Major
General Paul F. Yount, U. S.

Army Chief of Transportation.
Comptroller for the past five
years with the former Second
in

Transportation Zone office
Memphis, Mr. Pruett was recent-

ly transferred to Washington to
assume his new duties as chief of
the administrative services division of the office, Chief of Transportation.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
LET US FILL YOUR

physically—as reflected in her
weight—she should not be bred.
If proper breeding weight is used
as a gauge, she will not be judged mature physically before she
is mature sexually.
In breeding by weight, the calf
must be grown on a sound feeding program which does not allow
her to get fat, but which stimulates fast normal growth. Extra
income comes to the dairyman
who get their heifers in the milking string early and on a sound
basis. Good dairyman everywhere
take advantage of the best and
most modern feeds and feeding
programs in order to develop
their heifers fast and economical-

Get it NOW!
Immediate Delivery;
all sixes on Hand.

FORT GORDON, GA. (AIITNC)
—Pvt. Avery D Council. whose
wife. Sandra, lives at 505 S Fifth
at., Union City. Tenn., recently
was graduated from the lineman
course at the Army's Southeastern Signal School, Fort Gordon,
Ga.

ly.

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

BIRTHS

Council. son of Mrs. Madrid
Council, Route 2, Hickman Ky.,
Is a 1952 graduate of Dixie High
School.

5-oz. baby girl, Barbara Dianne,
born Nov. P. at 3 p. m at the
Fulton Hospital.

San Diego, Calif., are the proud
parents of a baby boy born Nov.
8 at the Navy Hospital in San
Diego. Mr. Crocker is the son of
Me. and Mrs. Claude Crocker
of Highlands

ITS A GIRL
Mr. and

Mrs. J. R. Jeffress,

414e::
111175.4.

Two

$1.15 (tax incl.)

75-watt bulbs

ITS A GIRL

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones of
Hickman. Route 2, are the proud
parents of a six pound, 15 ounce
rrs A BOY
baby girl. born Oct. 30 at 7 111
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Crocker of p. m. at the Fulton Hospital

are the prcod parents of a 7-1b.,

$1.42 Value for

types

et lawrase•

SAVE GET our
PACK GE DEAL
g'

Maj. Reed and his family now
live at 1818 S. Willis, Abilene,
Texas.

BEFORE LONG—

COUPON

AU

Cus'omer's
Signature
Dealer's
Name

NOTE TO DEALER IN TERRITORIES STAYED BY CU .0.0.t Ms manes ...Ma
properly Med Is will be tedisoneed fee 27.. your 11•6101111 LU.-0.0.
si ths poll of this ectivity.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

farew
to M/
Mass
year 1
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firt,

NYM
Cleaning is
MARVELOUS

4

1123 bleybessi

Illoadless, laudevIlle, KaaMsdry

•

•

You're worlds ahead...
you're dollars ahead

Lc

Cr+

You're ahead all the way!

not since our garments and household articles
were brand new—have they been this fresh
and crisp. They look so clean. Fabrics actually
have a sheen and body. Honestly our clothes
and househeld articles are beautiful—thanks
to Mycel Cleaning.
FACTS ABOUT MYCEL CLEANING
1. Has eight times the cleaning
of ordinary methods.

power

2. Is safe for the finest fabrics
3. Revives whites and colors
Test Mycel Cleaning yourself and see the difference

Pwasicas .2a4g4gcbut g elea•geia
Member of American Institute of Laundering and National
Institute of Dry Cleaning

Phone 14

Fulton, Ky.

1

•

Fears thimutlealy Dew stplag b leveler dew ever ... It's the look of
tomorrow that was cheered around the world. Wherever you look,
new beauty meets your eye. In Honeycombed grille and Safety-Twin
headlights. In gracefully fluted Slipstream roof. In Sculptured rear
deck and Safety-Twin taillights. For sheer styling excitement, the 58
Ford puts you worlds and years ahead.

4. Gives fabrics a body and finish
Town

tray,
just t
all—,
Hickr
with
moth
Writs,
teach,
Post.

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. INEWERS FOUNDATION
*

Two 150-watt bulbs

Prkiss shown here ore based on rnonefoctiners' cameo peke schodi•leis %tikes
y chenve, ON prices
ems sulsjact P. chonase witisout netjcie In SIN event ed
ISalisti in this plan will be adjusted accordingly. The company hos no Snoodeir, (soy ontkipated change.

cars—

kris 3, 11104—NFFIRSON DAVIS BORN le MEMOS COUNTY
The man who later became President of the Confederacy was born in Christian County (that part now
included in Todd County).In his early years Jefferson
Davis moved to Missiasippi. Later he returned to
Kentucky and attended Transylvania University.
Davis graduated from West Point Academy in 1828.
He folkim.d a long career as soldier and statesman.
On February 4, 1861, delegates from the cotton states
chine Jefferson Davis as President of the Confederate
States of America.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions is an important objective of the United States
Brevrers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailing maintain their high
standards.

Two 100-watt bulbs

This coupon when signed entitles any residential customer receiving electric bills frora Kentucky Utilities
Company or Old Dominion Power Company to receive
a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with the purchase, between October 1 and November 30, 1957, of a
minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75-watt bulbs and
one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb dealer
in territories served by these companies.

Yoi
have

CITY DRUG COMPANY

You'll Need it

FREE
BULB

DEWEY JOHNSON

SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
LARGE PRINT -- $3.98
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use this handy coupon!
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"Covering everythin
exceptionally fast- developing
heifer comes along, some dairy- Director of Operations at Dyess
Proctor.
412 Lake St
The youthful executive was
The society decided to have a men hesitate to follow the breed AFB.
Union City High Fakes, Ky.
from
belief
Phone 41111
graduated
the
on
theory
weight
by
November
Friday,
SALE,
FOOD
In recognition of his flying school in 1940 and attended Mur15th, at the Kentucky Utilities that such early breeding may in
some way endanger the heifers achievements, Col. Frank P. ray State college for a year.
Office on Lake Street.
Sturdivant, commander of the
Mrs. Grace Griffin, Student productive potential.
Secretary, had charge of the proResearch and practice have 819th Air Division, will present
gram and presented Mr. White- shown that it is advantageous to Maj. Reed with a membership
head. who gave a very interest- breed Holstein or Brown Swiss certificate provided by SAC and
ing and informative talk on the heifers at 750 pounds, Ayrshires a lapel pin furnished by the Boefoundation, purpose and work of at 650 pounds, Guernseys at 550 ing Airplane Company.
the WESLEY FOUNDATION on pounds and Jerseys at 500 pounds
Major Reed is one of more
the campuses of 162 universities regardless of how old the anithan 1,500 SAC crew members
and colleges in • the United States mal is at that time.
Complete Assortment
who are being honored by the
Mr. Whitehead reported there
If heifers are grown on a pro- command and the Boeing Comwere over 300 Methodist Students
per feeding and management pro- pany for their accomplishments
on the campus at UTMB this
they will ordinarily reach in the all-jet, swept-wing airplane
gram,
our
of
year, proving the necessity
weight at 12 to 15 which represents a tremendous
Interest and support of the WES- breeding
age. This puts them advancement over propellerLEY FOUNDATION, that single months of
string at 21 to 24 powered airplanes in strategic air
and married students may have in the milking
then a big operations.
the opportunity to feel at home months. Now and
breedreach
may
heifer
growthy
home.
from
away
FuLton
Alter completing high school in
of
months
12
under
weight
ing
Lake Street
Mrs.
hour,
social
During the
Fulton, Kentucky, Maj. Reed was
hestitancy
be
should
There
age.
Smith
Walter Hawks, Mrs. Keith
12 months appointed to the United States
and Mettle Rice served punch, in breeding her under
proper Military Academy at West Point.
the
reached
has
cookies, mints and nuts from a old if she
if, of He graduated there in 1946 after
beautifully decorated table, to Mr. weight for her breed and
which he entered flight school.
Whitehead, the Palestine mem- course, the dairyman continues
properly. Receiving his wings. Reed was
her
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manage
and
of
feed
members
to
regular
bers and 14
assigned to the Far East Air
Walnut Grove.
Some dairymen wonder if a Force Hq., Tokyo, Japan. RecentThe December meeting to be a heifer is sexually mature at less
ly, he entered SAC and became a
pot-luck supper with the Christ- than 12 months old. Actually, the
bombardier, and radar
mas party, each one bringing a calf matures sexually, much eali- navigator,
operator flying B-47's.
matured
grin for the tree.
has
er, but until she
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Union Citian Given
Top Washington Job

Osie ford his hest proved end approved araead
world,.. Parisians cried "bravo" when
they saw Ford's high fashion. The Alps
cried "uncle" when they felt Ford's muscle.
In country after country, the 58 Ford
wooed 'em and wowed 'em. See it and
drive it today. And you'll say what they're
all saying: in worth-more value—Ford for
68 makes all the difference in the world!

the

THERE'S NOTHING NEWER

(OR THRIFTIER) IN THE WORLD THAN

58FORD
ACTION TEST IT)

IAA./

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

drove to Nashville Friday. Jimmy
The Fulton News, Thursday, November 14, 1957, Page 7
flew from Lexington to join them
for the game. Needless to say
Carey FriedaClarice Bondurant •
what a wonderful time the WhipEarl Saddler and
Mn. Paul
plea had.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
Bradley.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemiel Simpson,
David Roper left the Univer- are happy parents of a baby girl
sity of Louisville' by car for a born in a Chicago Hospital on Frieda and Jack spent the week
well deserved week-end of fun- November 6, their third born. end with their relatives here.
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of
David and his classmates and Both mother and baby are doing They are now living in Florence
Mrs. Nettie Lou Copeien •
the Crutchfield Baptist Church
Ala.
friends watched Kentucky get fine.
held
their
regular monthly meetMr. and Mrs. Bob Evans of
beat and then drove to Kentucky
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
Master Jerry Dolloho was stricMr. and Mrs. Carl Bell visited
ing Thursday night November 7,
Lake for a couple of days of ken with an attack of rheumatic Lansing Michigan. visited their
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
relatives near Reelfoot Lake Wedat the church.
daughter
and
other
relatives
last
fishing and hunting, but especial- fever the past week. He is the
The meeting was opened with nesday night and Thursday.
your social news.
ly relaxing in the rustic lodge son of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey week. Mr. A. L. Cox went with
Mrs. Ester Hastings visited Friowned by one of David's friends. Donoho citiasess of this area, and Mr. and Mrs. Evans to Lansing prayer after which Mrs. Lewis
This would be a wonderful time all his ;hands here wish him a Tuesday to visit his son-in-law ParUck, president, presiaed over day evening with her mother Mrs.
and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Bob- a brief business session.
Eva Sanders.
You know it is a blessing we their Thanksgiving
Dinner Sun- of year to sit by an open fire, soon complete recovery. The lad bie Evans an son.
Mr. and Mrs. ELmoore Cope‘
have trains, planes, buses, and day while their family
A program "Three Knocks in
could all with no peas to shell, nothing to Is under care of Dr. Jones of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holman and the Night" was presented by Mrs. len, Martha Kay, Frances Marie
cars-for if all the people that be together. It was a pleasure
to do but look out of the window to Jones Clinic in Fulton.
and Pearl Cooper visited relattravel had to walk-well it would spend a little time with Dr.
Leslie Limiter came down with children of Paducah spent Sun- Harry Pitman and Mrs. Macon
and watch the falling leaves.
ives in Murray Sunday.,
day with Mrs. Holman' mother Shelton. Those taking Part
just be a shoe makers world that's Mrs. Rice . . . Robert and
Holly
has
been
on
the
flu
Roberta
the
past
week
and
also
in
the
CharMrs. Ella Holly.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bill Santhe program
were: Mesdames,
all-Jack and Joan Rice drove to lotte Sanger drove to
Nashville punie list for the past week- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Miss Alice Sowell and mother Harry Pitman, Paul Bradly, Lew- ders visited Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Hickman to spend the week-end with Maxwell and Ruby McDade she, came home to get over the Chambers, who are Faye Lynn
with Mrs. H. C. Rice and Jack's for a week-end of football. It was flu-no matter how old we are and Rosa. Over at the home of visited Clarice Bondurant and is Penick, J. C. Jackson, Ira Snow and Mrs. Ella Veatch a
mother Sunday afternoon.
Saddler.
while Sunday.
mother, Martha Rice. Jack is sta- Vanderbilt that beat Kentucky -when we get sick we want to be Mr. and Mrs. Stun Mathis their
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Allen are
Mrs. Colen Brown is visiting
Scripture reading wits" given by
tioned at Ft. Knox and Joan this week-really the only pleas- home with mother. Roberta has daughter, Sammie Jane, La a vic- remodeling the home of
Mrs. Mrs. Macon Shelton. The group Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown and
tim. All good wishes are extended
teaches in the army school on the ed person I know is Duck Goald- returned to Lambuth College.
Georgie
Allen
which
they have was lead in prayer by Mrs. Joe son Gary in Humbolt.
Post. In June Capt. Rice will bid er. If
Bob Sanger and his grand- that each will soon be restor- bought.
any of you have seen Duck
ed to health.
Neathery.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Maxwell
flew
Sanger,
Mrs.
Henry
mother,
farewell to Ft. Knox and Hello since the game--you too will
and children, visited Mr. and Mac
The
Among
meeting
those
was
visit
Ruth
who
closed
Friday
to
with
Louisville
spent
the
day
to
to M/c Clean Hospital in Boston, know what I mean. Duck never
Bow-And-Arrow Hunters prayer by Mrs. C. A. Saddler.
J. B. Sanders, this week end.
Mass. where he will be for one entertained the thought that Ken- and W. R. Butt. Bob planned to with Mr., and Mrs. Ed Frields
Sunday
Refreshments
were
were
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Walston
served
but
alas
Mr.
and
Are
to
night,
Getting
Mrs.
The Deer
return Sunday
year and maybe longer.
tucky would win!
nine members, two visitors and visited awhile Sunday night with
Cunningham
and
Earl
plane couldn't take off due to Eric
his
Mrs. Barrett and Martha had
Poss and Mildred Whipple
The second phase of the Ken- two new members, Mrs. James Mrs. Ella Veatch and family.
engine trouble-s0000 Bob flew Mitchell and daughter Judy, of
tucky bow-and-arrow deer huntin to Paducah on the Monday Paducah, Ky. and Mr. and Mrs. ing
season which opened Nov. 8
morning plane. Mrs. Sanger stay- Doyle Frields and daughter Karen,
will continue to Nov. 22 with
of
South
Fulton
Ruth
with
visit
to
ed in Louisville
GREATEST
Bro. and Mrs. Dempsey Hender- hunting allowed county-wide in
and W. R. for a while-we will
Trigg,
Lyon,
Caldwell
and
Chrisson
returned
the
past
weekend
miss you "Miss Icy".
tion Counties.
Mrs. C. M Hornsby is in Fulton from Eastern Ky. where he was
engaged in a two weeks series
The Department said during
Hospital-now
Bushart's
the
at
•
of meeting. Bro. Henderson filled the recent two-week deer season
don't you stay too long--come on
home where you belong Mrs. his appointment at New Salem just closed a total of 20 deer were
OLD HIGH SCHOOL GYM
Church Sunday at 11 a. m. at killed on the hunting preserve in
Hornsby.
the
time
of
his
absence
here
the
West
Kentucky. Participing in the
Saturday afternoon was spent
pulpit was filled, at each service event were 465 hunters.
talking of days gone by at Mrs. by
timc for a new Kodak FLASH remora
visiting
ministers.
W. B. Amberg's home-for Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Orifffth
Griffith has influnza and reportCharlotte entertained Mrs. Ivy are
attending the bedside
Of their ed to be very
sick. Every go good
Cheek Brann from Oklahoma mother, Mrs. George
Griffith
at
City, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry, Jones Clinic In Fulton. Mrs wish is extended for a quick recovery.
and M. and Mrs. Brooks HenMiss Janice Hawks visited in
derson of -.Pulton with a seated
Bell time 8:15 p. m. Sponsor: Booster Club
with Betty Lou for she seems to Fulton the past week end where
tea.
enjoy
keeping
company
she
with
the
was
house
guests of her
Mr. and Mn' F. T. Randle, Mrs.
old as well as the young. Tommy grandparents Mr. and Mrs T. A.
H. L. Ambers, Mrs. H. C. Bar- has
been associated with the R. McClain.
rett, Mrs. Fred Stokes, Sr. enjoy- E.
A. in Washington, D. C. and
Funeral services were held at
ed stories like this one recalled now is
moving his family from New Salem Baptist Church the
by Mrs. H. C. Barrett when she Hyattsville, Md. to
Austin, Texas past Friday for Mrs. Mary Katand Miss Ivy Cheek were in Hunt- where he
will continue his associ- herine McClure 89. who passed
grade.
first
the
in
Tenn
ingdon,
ation with R. E. A. I know of no away Friday night at the home of
Mrs. Barrett dropped her pencil other couple I
had rather help me her daughter Mrs. aderchie Harand Mrs. Ivy Cheek held Mrs. sing "The Eyes of Texas" on
New ris near Mayfield. Mrs. McClure
Barrett's head down-so she
Year's Eve than Betty Lou and had been in failing health for
couldn't get up-so that brought Tommy
Yates.
several years, but death resulton a coy squell from Mrs. BarWhy did Nancy Adams have to ed from a stroke that come early
Ivy
Mrs.
seems
rett.-Now it
say you know your not in Texas Wednesday morning
Cheek's mother was the first
when you see green grass growThe aged lady was formerly
grade teacher not knowing Mrs. ing all around! I was just living
of this section and was a devoted
Ivy had anything to do with the up her song and feeling like a
With a modern Kodak camera, indoor pictures and snaps at
coy squeal just gave Mrs. Bar- real Kentuckian while she was member of New Salem Baptist
Church.
might are every bit as simple and sure as sunny-day snapshots.
rett a spank on the hand-this singing "Your in Kentucky Sure
Profound sympathy is extended
Stop in soon and see our complete line of Brownie and Kodak
was remembered by both ladies As Your' Born" until she added to
the family.
cameras, Alm, flosholders, bulbs, and photo aids. Eosy-dostsas if it was yesterday-well after that line- and then I knew! No
it flash outfits, tool
all it was just a few years ago. kidding I'm glad I have a very
Stories such as this one went on little to do this week beside
all afternoon-Barbara Amberg house clean beer use I wouldn't
assisted Miss Charlotte in serving. get it done for watching Nancy
Betty Lou and Tommy Yates Adams on Arthur Godfrey's
"The Itexall Store"
are here visitng their families morning show.
Lake St.
Fulton
Phones 95, 795 It is always a pleasure to visit
Jimmy Fethe from Mayfield
was a welcome visitor in his
mother's home, Mrs. Charles H.
a
Fefhe, over the week-end.
•
Guy Farmer is in Memphis
at the Baptist Hospital. Sometime
when you are riding around stop
4
by the First Methodist Church
and look at the chancle railGuy Farmer- refinished it and
TZ4
you know without me saying what
a perfect job he did.
/
Z
111‘
11111 44k
We hope every member of the
r
Hickman Woman's Club will be
on,.'4110
aelesitapr
.
present at the November 15 meetChristmas is only SIX WEEKing.
Mrs. Jo Westpheling of Fulton
will be our guest speaker, Father
ENDS AWAY . . . and now is
Tarrent will have the devotional, Mrs. Paul Stahr will accompy
Carlos Lannom as he sings sevthe time to be selecting, planSALE STARTS THURSDAY, NOV. 14
eral numbers. So come on to the
meeting I'm stirs you won't be
ning and laying away your gifts
sorry. We have a new queen at
the High School-Ann Powers.
Ann won over some talented
for Santa.
Nylons, rayons, wools: values 618.95, beauties last Friday night. We
Crew neck, V-neck: wool and orlon
happy
to
have
Ann
for
our
are
$15.95, $12.95, $10.95
Queen.
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WORLD'S

Professional Wrestling

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

Thursday Nile, Nov. 14th

FIRST MATCH
GIRL WRESTLERS
MARY JANE MULL vs MAE GOODNEB
MAIN EVENT
PHIL MELBY
versus THE RED MASK
Both Matches 2 out of 3 Falls; 1 hour time limit
New Referee Has Been Appointed

ar IMO MINI

see our complete line of

KODAK FLASH

CAMIRASandSUPPLIES

EVANS DRUG STORE

01.'SANTA SAYS....

LAYAWAY

3rd

N-Omill

AT BALDRIDGEi

77,470fie.0/04/6' a'OP ow-figeoWEP

We're celebrating our Anniversary with Prices You Can
Afford .... Buy For Now ... And For Christmas!

Long Sleeve Sweaters Men's Sport Jackets
Now $2.95 to $6.95

Now $11.95 to $6.95

SPORT SHIRTS

Tweed Top Coats

$2.95 to $5.95

$39.50 and $34.50 values

SPORT COATS
$19.95 to $29.50 values,

Robes, All Washable

Now $14.95 to $24.95

Gabardine Shirts

One Lot Of Hats

$5.95 values, now $3.95

Now $3.95 to $15.95

CAR COATS

FALL SUITS

Now $15.95 and $13.95

Values $5.00 to $20.00

$26.95 to $55.00 Values

Now $21.65 to $44.75

RICE'S MENS WEAR
MAIN STREET

Our wonderful selection is now
so complete that you are SURE
to find just what you want!

Now $24.95 and $19.95
Now priced $4.25 to $6.95

$3050 and 928.50 values

WHY DELAY ANY LONGER?

FULTON, KT.

•
Hear

University of Kentucky
Play

Xavier
on the

__A Small deposit will hold
your selections until Christmas!
•

Dolls - Guns - Wheel Toys - Games - Mechanical Toys Scientific Toys - Doll Furniture - useful miniature copies of
many grown-up appliances and other thins - musical toys - art
and handicraft sets. HUNDREDS of wonderful thing for Santa's
pack are waiting for you at

OIL
SPORTS RINTWORK

(Fulton, Ky.)

BAILDRIDGE'S

Sat. NOV. 16
1:01 p. a. (CST)

- -25c STORE

IIITUL

Tourist Trade Is "Big Business" In Tennessee
Last year, approximately 8,300,000
tourists from other states and foreign
countries visited Tennessee and spent
an estimated $125,000,000, a record
amount to date, stated a Survey by
the University of Tennessee, released this week.
These figures represent a contimiiing climb in the state travel industry,
being 500,000 or 7 per cent more
visitors than came to Tennessee in
1955 wiien they spent $116,000,000,
the previous all-time high.
Stressing the impact of tourist
trade upon Tennessee business, the
survey shows that tourist money was
spent with 14,000 business establishments which have 66,000 employees
mit their payrolls: These business
firms include hotels, motels, restaurants, gasoline stations and other retail places catering to the traveling
public.
The out-of-state tourist money was
divided among these business concerns as follows: Cafes and restaurants, $45,000,000; gasoline stations
and auto services,.$30,000,000; lodging places, $24,000,000; and other retail stores, $26,000,000.
The report further states that about
$8,700,000 of tourist money in 1956
was channeled into the state,treasury

[STRICTLY BUSINESS

as sales and gas taxes.
The $125,000,000 spent by out-ofstate tourists in 1956 was one-sixth of
the $517,000,000 gross revenues of all
business firms which cater to tourists,
the U-T survey shows. The remander
came from intra-state travel and local
business.
The survey further notes that the
$125,000,000 does not include expenditures by business travelers from
other states, which amounted to about
$65,000,000 in 1956. Combined spending by tourist and business men from
other states amounted to about 38
per cent of the total revenue of the
travel-serving business in Tennessee.
During a period of rapid economic
growth, 1948 to 1956, tourist spending expanded faster than the economy
of the state, the report states. While
total personal income in Tennessee
rose 52 per cent between 1948 and
1956, or about 6 per cent annually,
tourist expenditures have risen about
9 per cent per year.
Indications are that the tourist
trade in Tennessee will be greater
this year than in 1956. The American
Automobile Association reports that
summer travel all across the country
was about 10 per cent ahead of last
year's volume.

Today (Thursday) is November 14,
and Christmas is only six week-ends
away.
This year there is hard competition
for your Christmas gift dollar, as
many of the stores from the metropolitan areas in the Mid-South seek
to lure shoppers in from great distances.
But before you gather up a crowd
to go shopping in some metropolitan
market, consider the cost of the trip,
and then see if you are not spending
a good deal more than you think . . .
to buy something that you can find
right at home. If money is no pro-

-amms
blem to you, of course, read no further.
Take the cost of the gasoline, add
parking lot charges, add a snack "on
the road" both going and coming, and
a lunch in the city. To that total you
may as well add the purchase price of
several things that you didn't need,
but bought anyhow because your
credit was good and they looked so
pretty. An out-of-town shopping
spree is expensive.
Do your Christmas shopping in
your home community. You will find
stores loaded with gift ideas right
now.

SNRMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Steady Dating Is Goofy
By Joseph A. Brim Editor of
the Cleveland Universe-Bulletin
I WISH that the people who make
speeches in which they denounce
"steady dating" would define their
terms and make careful distinctions.
I fear that many people are coming
to feel that a youth must necessarily
select a different girl almost every
time he goes to a school dance or some
such festivity. And that she must
select a different boy. But that is not
so.
WHAT,IN FACT, is the nature of
the steady dating against which
young people are being warned, and
need to ,be warned? It is something
that ordinarily has a touch of goofiness about it, and can be defined with
reasonable accuracy.
It involves young people who are
in no position to marry within, say
a couple years, or who in any case
have no intention of doing so. "Steady
dating", properly defined, means that
two such people are together a great
deal, perhaps a couple of times weekly or oftener, and that frequently
they are alone together, or at least accompanied only by one other couple.
And they seldom or never make
"dates" with other boys or girls.
THREE CHIEF excesses are involved. There is excess in frequency of
association, excess in exclusiveness,
THE FTJLTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 195.17Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Post Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscriptien Rates: 12.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., arid Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States 13 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 1879.
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and excess in aloneness or privacy.
The note of goofiness enter because
this over-dating leads to public displays of possessiveness — displays
which are ludiorous, ill-mannered,
and embarrassing to everybody. Perhaps the most depressing effect is the
loss of femininity and masculinity. I
mean that the ybung people involved
in these excessive attachments tend
to lose identity, individuality and distinctiveness.
THEY BECOME over-dependent
on each other. It is as if each were
the opium of the other and both
grow dopey.
The girl no longer likes to be with
girls. She does not enjoy the special
lighthearted fun of female gatherings.
She feels incomplete without the
chap to whom she has grown fast.
The young man suffers even more
than the young woman in these overattachments, because manliness, of
its nature, is more independent than
womanliness.
YOUTH IS a time for larking and
gregarious gatherings. It is a time for
getting acquainted with a great many
people; for becoming a familiar and
cheerful member of the human family.
Of course, young men and women
will still have their preferences. But
they must not let them get out of
hand. If young people are to become
what they really want to be—selfreliant and mature men and women
—they will master and control their
dating as they master and control
other things. They will do some
straight thinking about it, and guide
themselves accordingly.
I don't care how much a man talks,
if he only says it in a few words.
—Josh Billings
It makes a great difference in the
force of a sentence whether a man be
behind it or no.
—Emerson

Christopher Greenup: From Poverty
To The Governorship Of Kentucky
By Charles F. Hinds
Secrteary, Treasurer, Kentucky
Historical Society

"... and as a token of our respect, we present you this
gold watch—.et 20 minutes late, just as you alway. were!"
— —

FROM THE FILES:—

TURING BACK 1HE CLOCK —
Mobley.

November 12, 1937

Let's Shop "At Home" This Christmastime!

by McFeatiati

At one o'clock Saturday afternoon, November 13. a number of
pupils of Miss Ivora Cantrell will
be presented in an amateur program from WPAD Paducah.
Those who will appear are:
Harold Riddle in a whistling solo,
Trio composed of Missis Elizabeth Valentine, Mary Lou Averitt
and Dorothy Legg: Duet Misses
Ruth
and
Maurine
Ketcham
Charles; Ivan Jones and Charlene
Sanford in a duet.
Lynn Askew and little son
Bobby Wade, underwent tonsil
operation at the Fulton Hospital
Sunday morning.
J.,ittle
Francis Gale. fifteen
month old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Goodman of Moscow is
receiving treatment at the hospital. HU condition remains the
same.
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall Dockery
of Moscow announce the birth
of a son William. born Friday
morning, November 5. at the hospital. Mrs. Dockery and son were
dismissed Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Byron McAlister
and family had as their Sunday
guests Mr. and Mrs. Richard

Mr. and Mrs. Huey Butler and
Little daughter visited Mr. and
Mrs. Reed McAlister and family
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Saddler have
moved into the home with Mr
and Mrs. b. A. Notes. Friends
extend them a hearty welcome.
James Ricks was seriously hurt
Sunday afternoon. He was kicked
in the breast by a horse, breaking five ribs and his breast bone.
Mr. and Mrs. Roper Fields of
Fulton, spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. M C Bondurant.
Mr. and Mrs. J B. Irunan spent
Sunday afternoon with Mrs. C.
L. Bondurant and family
Miss Jessie Wade spent the
week end in Arlington. Ky. visiting Miss Linnie Page.

Frankfort, Nov. -- Christopher
Greenup was the third Governor
of Kentucky I 1304-04), following
Isaac Shelby and James .0arrard.
He is also distinguished for having been, along with Alexander
Orr of Mason County, one of the
first two members from Kentucky
In the United House of Representatives, both serving from the admission of Kentucky into the Union in 1792 to 1797. Greenup
County is named for Governor
Greenup
His portrait by Harold Collins
hangs in the Governor's gallery in
the Senate of the Old State House
in Frankfort. Another portrait of
Governor Greenup. painted by
William T Hundleigh and owned
by the Historical Society, is on
loan to the Old Governor's Ilanbon, the present home of Lout
enant Governor Harry Lee Waterfield and his family
The early life of Governor
Greenup is shrouded in mystery.
He was born around 1750 of poor
parents, according to varous biographers. in either Loudon. Westmoreland, or Botetourt County,
Virginia. In the American Revolution, again depending on several
sources of information, he was •
captain or a colonel. He probably
moved to Kentucky in 1713. This
belief Is supported by two pieces
of evidence. He bought a town
lot in Isitington and was admitted to the bar in that year.
Beginning with the year 1734,
Greenup's rise was rapid in Ken-

tucky politics, making it easy to
sketch his Ufe with more cersuccesaively,
was
tainty. He
clerk of the First Statehood Convention at Danville, clerk of the
Virginia Court of Kentucky. a
member of the United States
House,' clerk of the Kentucky
Renate, Circuit Judge, and Governor of • Kentucky. Prom 1606 to
his death in 18111, he remained
active inpublic life as a state representative and justice of the
peace. He was also a director of
the Bank of Kentucky and an
early trustee of Transylvania University.
Governor Cireenup died at Blue
Licks. In 1874 he was retnterred
by an Act of the Kentucky Legislature, along with five other
prominent Kentuckians. in the
Frankfort Cemetery, following a
military parade and a considerable amount of old-style oratory.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

TM* NEWS weleenese expressions trees he readers. lush
asurst be stolid but
manse will be esmadtted trees
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Editors, THE NEWS:

Enclosed you will find a check
for renewal to "my Fulton paper".
I sure don't want to miss a paper;
they are just like a letter from
home, so I am so glad you let
me know my three-year subscrihigher prices he was doing darn ption was up. I do love my little
well to feed himself and his wife. Kentucky paper!

The sixteenth amendment to the
Constitution, legalizing federal
income taxe.., was adopted in
1911. It began as an amendment
to a bill in Congress lowering
the tariff on imports. The idea
was that the small deficit from
reduced tariff could be taken
care of by a tiny tax on prosperous incomes.
In incomes from 14,000 to $20,000. the bite was one percent. On
$100,000, it was four percent; on
$500,000, six percent. Few made
over $4,000. That amount had a
buying power of at least $10,000
today. Few opposed the idea. It
didn't seem important.

We
F001
differ

Hope to see you next time I
am home. Oh yes, I was so glad
to see you Jo, on TV with Nancy.
She sure is a wonderful singer
and a pretty girl.
- Mettle Bernhard
Box 462. Farmington, Mich.
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How Ghristian
Setence Heals
"DON'T PASS IT BY"
WFUL (Me ILA., muses, LIS

Mrs. Lizzie Poster spent Monday with her daughter Mrs. James
111c1r.s

1

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bynum and
family had as their Sunday
guests. Mr. and Mrs Ed Brown
and Mr and Mrs. George Newbill.

A

Kentucky

Windage

ay P. W.
Getting a job done "with ease"
generally depends on whether
you're geared to it. When you
are, it just flows smoothly along
without much effort.
Like making a speech by a lawyer or someone constantly engaged- in public-speaking. All he
has to do is stand up and start
talking. No effort at all.
Or playing the piano for a halfhour or so, to one who plays regularly. One just sits at the keyboard and improvises with no
trouble at all.
Now when I h.ive something
to write about in this column, it's
no effort at all. Just gather the
notes, and take off.
But this week there isn't much
that has come to my attention
that I have found to write about
down in this corner. Doesn't seem
to be much specially going on
around town. Basketball season
opened Tuesday night at South
Fulton, Christmas decorations are
soon to beautify the downtown
streets; and if you don't believe
that Christmas is just six weekends away go look at the bulging
toy counters of downtown stores.
Fulton, Kentucky is getting
some fine publicity this week via
the Godfrey show, as Nancy sings
and plays every morning, but I'm
sure most of you are keeping pace
with that program every day.
Word has it from New York that
a scout for Lawrence Welk has
offered Nancy a guest appearance
on the Welk show In Hollywood
after she returns from New York.
She'd fly out to the West coast
on a Friday, rehearse, do the Saturday show and be back in time
for school Monday. How about
that!
I think the little trip that the
mayor-elect and four of hiso councilmen took early this week was
a splendid idea And Will prove

hssos.
very worthwhile both for themselves and for Fulton. The group
visited five communities in upstate Kentucky, arranged meetings with the mayors and councils, compared notes on operations
there and here, and will really
go into office in January with a
plan of action.
When I asked one of the group
Tuesday whether they had encountered the "City Manager"
plan anywhere they went, he gave
an emphatic "no", and went so far
as to say that several of the communities they visited were quite
surprised at Fulton adopting the
plan.
I told him that I felt that Fultoniaris adopted the plan in order
to get more community betterment out of the City hall, and
that if previous civic leaders had
gone scouting around to get some
ideas from other communities
and had the time to run the city
and at the same time to run their
own business, the local citizens
probably would have been satisfied and might have voted the
manager plan down. But anyhow,
all of that is four years away.
We have a heads-up mayor and
a heads-up council going into office in January, and we'll wager
they are going to give a fine account of themselves.
November 22-211 is "Farm-City
Week", and here is a little item
that passed across my desk this
week in the mail:
"American farmers have increased their efficiency faster
than any other group — in 1900,
one farmer could feed only himself and seven other people; in
1930 he could feed himself and
10 others; today a termer can feed
himself and 21 others".
Now isn't that a typical statement from the arm-chair strategists in Washington. I asked one
farmer about it, and he replied
that tlibtilts to Washington and

'It looks like hokus-pocus to me,"
Dave Smith said to Father Crane.
Dave vu expressing a quite
common view borid by many nonCatholics ... that the Catholic use
of such articles as beads, crucifixes,
medals and holy water is unnecessary in religion and even smacks of
pagan superstition.

you if she gave no sign that s'.ic
did?"

"What good does it do," Dave
asked, "to light a candle or burn
incense? And how can a little
medal around my neck protect me
from accidents?"

Our lord, rather Crane .
could have cured the blir
(John 9.6) merely by viii
Instead, he first made a salve oI
clay and anointed the 111,1t1.$ e),.%
Unfortunately, too many people In blessing little children, He did
outside the Catholic Faith have a not have to lay His Hands on t:
complete misunderstanding of - but he did. Many people, Fader
these religious articles and the use Crane added, think the Catho' to which they are put. There is practice of kneeling to pray is nothing pagan or superstitious unnecessary.
... yet Jesus, in the
about them,and they do have a very Garden of Gethsemane, "kre.fling
real religious meaning and value. down
began to pray" (Luke
"Actually," Father Crane told 22:41).
Many Catholic practices wl.ich
Dave, "religious articles used by
Catholics are meant to be helps to seem strange to you now would
their religious life-nothing more. make a deep and convint. le imThe value of.such articles is not pression upon your mind and heart
in the metal, wood or wax of if you really understood them And
which they are made, nor in the this is your invitation to investiform they may have ...but in the gate.
prayer of the Church and of Christ,
in whose name the Church prays
in blessing them .. as well as the
fervor of the user's own prayer and
his good disposition."

eve

But Dave was still not convinced. He argued that religion is
a spiritual thing ... that it requires
no external manifestations. "Yes,"
the priest agreed, "it is spirituaL
But isn't i• the natural thing for a
human being to give outward atpreasion to the things within his
heart? How, for example, could
you be sure that your mother loved

SUPREME

We will gladly tend
you without coot or
eb/igstiou • highly
interesting pamphlet erpls.ruag such
things as the Catholic use of 4.:Uf thies.
medals, monist, holy worm cruidlet,
and scievial Catholic payers aa• Neu tires ski ai the Loewy, Detak-ioti fr
the Sacred Heart, sod Last I:(Adis
nothing to learn tale crude siscut mew
things.. sad liee OW'S will he ase•s•
interesting. For your free copy, vote
today. Ash for Pamphlet Ne.
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cotuimius
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long. Yes, your husband is in love
with you. No, he didn't care for
the other woman. Yea, he will always be high tempered. You will
live where you are until May of
1958 and you will buy a place
(PATRICIA
LATANI
•nowero
1
4 a mile away. You have
no questions la portion. Address ell long will he work at this place? about a /
sommunIcations to her c/o TbIlI Where will he go for work after been living there for
about 2
NSW* and *GUM for •nower Its
this column. Question. regarding he is laved off from the job he years.
medicine. health can beet be an
has? Does my husband love me?
*wired
Ow
your pity/Mohan; WYO. Did he care
for the woman he Dear Pat,
tions regarding handling of mosey
once worked with? Will he alor Investments can boot be e
I enjoy your column very
sieuf•
sired by your bankiiir. THS Haws ways be high
tempered? How much. Will you please answer
provides this solumn purely as a
public forum sad /Ns net asses* long will we live where we are? these questions in next
week's
any roaponsibiRty for the •nowilirill How long have we been at
this paper as I am very anxious.
although In ',limy come place?
they
What happened to a bill fold
h•vo
proved extrlomely
I lost a few years ago? Was it
An x vous
stolen and if so, please give /maiDear Anxious:
Dear Pat,
als? Will my health get better?
I have written you twice or
Your letter has been answered,
more and haven't gotten any an- you must have missed the paper. Also, will my husband's health
swer. Did you get my question.. Yes your health will get better. get better? Would it be wise for
or did someone else? Please an- No, there isn't anything serious- me to loose some weight? Will
we sell our home or any other
swer these questions for roe.
ly wrong with you. Yes, your
Will my health ever be any husband has a steady job, he will property soon? If so, when and
better? Is there any thing ser- work at this place for several will it be a wise thing for us to
iously wrong with me! Does my years. You will stay where you are do? What will we sell?
Will my great neice marry anyhusband have a steady job? How as he won't be toyed off tor very
time soon and will my grandson
finish college' Ls my granddaughter in good health and will she
GUARD AGAINSTt
marry anytiene soon.
FOOT IRRITATION
Hope to see my reply in next
week's NEWS.
Thanks,
A. J.
Dear A. J.
Yes, your billfold was stolen
by S. M. Yes, your health will
improve. Yes, your husband's
health will improve. Yes, you
need to louse some weight as
your very much over weight. No,
you will not sell your home nor
anyother property anytime soon.
No, it isn't wise for you to sell
at this time and you won't sell
and the latter part of next year
you will understand why. Yes,
your grandson will finish college.
Yes, your great neice will marry
We invite you to come in and try on one pair of
in February 1958. Yes, your
granddaughter is in good health,
FOOT-so-PORT Shoes. Instantly you will feel the
but will not marry anytime soon.

PATRICIA LATANE

Are
You
Having
Shoe
Trouble?
Are Your FEET Gone
By 3:00 P. N.?

difference.
Men's all widths and sizes to 18
Women's all widths and sizes to 14

Paul Potter's Shoe Shop
Mich.

AND FOOT-so-PORT SHOE STORE
503 S. First Street
Union City, Tenn.
Please bring this ad with you. It is worth $1.00
on your first pair of FOOT-so-PORT Shoes.

OLD
BARTON
A Rare Kentucky Straight Bourbon
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Dear Pat,
I have written you before, but
you haven't answered me. Please
answer the following questions. I
have been married twice. Does
my first husband still care for
me? He is the father of my children, and could we be happy together again? Will I be working
at my same job next year? Will
I see my first husband soon?
What will become of my last
husband? I will watch the paper
for my answer
Lonely Woman
W. S. S.
P. S. Will I marry again soon?
Will my last husband die soon?
Dear W. S. S.
No, you and your first husband
could never be happy again as
the saying goes there has been
too much water under and over
the bridge since you separated.
It will never work out now. Yes,
you will continue on the same
job. Yes, you will see your first
husband, but my advise to you
Is just look at him and don't even

ROBBILTS RESIGNS
Harry W. ("Jack") Roberts, Jr.
Hickman County attorney for the
past 12 years, has resigned in
order to return to private law
practice. The 2-month balance of
his term is being filled by Robert
R. Humphries, nominee-elect for
the office.
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/Hearing Aid Bait
Complete Line
Fer all makes et heeirii4 all
Visit enr Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
108 Lake Street

PROOF

will not allow such situations
to exist in Onion couxuar."

"No Gang Fighting"
Judge Warns Youths

Intone 71I

Some 50 Union City and Woodland Mills youths, and indirectly
all other youths in Obion county,
were given stern warning on a recent weekend by Juvenile Judge
Raymond Mitchell that no gangfights will be permitted in Obion
county.
The warning grew out of the
hearing on the planned encounter
between Union City and Woodland Mills youths scheduled Friday night, Oct. 18th, on the Pleasant Valley road. It was prevented by the intervention of Union
City police.
Mayor Hardy M. Graham, who
shared the bench with Judge
Mitchell during the examination
of the case, told the assembled
Union City youths that should
they be involved in any similar
situation they would be immediately turned over to juvenile
court for action.
Judge Mitchell, who took no
official action in the case, said
that should such a situation again
arise, he would deal with all participants, regardless of numbers,
in a fitting manner.
Judge Mitchell Saturday morning warned parents and youths,

Friday — Saturday
SUNDAY
—Double Feature20th Century-Fos presents

11, 1114~iir
or

um
mDm.*

STARI1TE DRIVE-IN
SAT-SUN., NOV. 16-17
(Starts at 6:45 and 9:00)
BOOM TOWN
With Clark Gable

SERVICE
IS OUR BUSINESS
Do you need help with any kind at
home remodeling or repair? Carpenter
help? Estimating help? General all-around
help? Maybe you know WHAT you want
but don't know HOW to go about getting
it done?
Let US help you. No obligation to buy a thing. We have
men, tools, experience, in many kinds of household work,
at your service.

Fulton Roofing SE Insulation Co.
MORRIS & COLLEGE STS. SOUTH FULTON PHONE 557
INSULATION • • SIDING • • ALL TYPES OF FLOOR TILE
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ROOFING
STORM WINDOWS

AND

STORM DOORS

Apaches

PrO411 left,

Model 3.545 Slop Van,
3204 pickup, 3105 panel

NEW LIGHT-DUTY
There's new pep and power in every
Apache model, whether you choose
the Thriftmaster 6, famous for economy, or the short-stroke Trademaster
V8* with a full 283-cubic-inch displacement. Three brand-new StepVans make their debut to solve troublesome delivery chores. Rolling in
for '58, too, are high-capacity pickups, panels and versatile 4-wheel
drive models.
•Opttonal at extra cost on all conventional models

Here for '58 in 3 hard-working weight classes!

NEW HUSTLE! NEW MUSCLE! NEW STYLE!
NEW MEDIUM-DUTY Vikings
Nine new medium-duty models add
to the versatility of these Vikings,
with new cab-to-rear-axle dimensions
for improved semi-trailer, dump and
van-type operations. Advanced V8's
and 6's deliver efficient, hard-pulling
power, with the Heavy-Duty Super
Taskmaster V8* packing a high of
175 h.p. High-tonnage options hike
GVW ratings to 21,000 lbs.
Prom loft, Model 5.409 ICS thsk•,
6003 chossis-cob, 6103 chassis-cab -

90

'Optional at extra rout on all Series 50 and 60
trucks except Forward-Control models

Spartans

$4"
FIFTH
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Dear Patricis Latane,
I have been reading your column in the paper and think it
is good. Will you please answer
some questions for me? Does the
girl I am going with love me?
Or does she love the other boy
she is going with? When am I going to get mrirried? In what year
will it be and what are the initials of the perlion? How old am I?
Is the girl I em going with the
one for me? Is my boy friend who
I have in mind going to get married? What year will he get married and what are the initials of
the girl he will marry?
Thank you.
M. E.
Dear M. E
No, the girl you are going with
like you, but not in love with
you. The reason she likes you, is
because you break your neck
trying to get the things she wishes
for, that's all rhe goes with you
for. She really doesn't love anyone, but herself. You will marry
in September, 1980 and you havenot met her yet. Her initials are
M. R. J. You're 19 years old.
Your boy friend will marry, but
not the girl he's going with and
he won't marry until August 1959.

think about living with him again
unless you like to live in H--- • AUSTIN SPRINGS
because that is what life with
Mrs. Carey Molds •
him would be. Your last husband
will get well and marry again and
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Rickman
be very happy. He will live for moved from our midst the past
sometime yet in fact several week to the Z'nest Poyner farm,
years.
now owned by Mr. Grubbs on the
Austin Springs and PalmersvIlle
Dear Pat,
read.
A friend gave me a crocketed
DavidLaasiter
h as recovered
stole for a Christmas present. I from an attach of ful and enterwore it to another friend's house ed school at Palmersville HI.
one afternoon. I took it off my where he is a junior.
Rev. and Mrs. Dempsey Hendhead to show it to her and when
she gave it back to me, I threw it erson left Monday for eastern
on the back of the chair in which Kentucky where he is engaged in
I was sitting. As I was not used a series of meetings. His pulpit
to wearing anything but a hat, at New Salem Baptist Church was
when I got up to go home, I for- filled by Rev. Bugg of S. Fulgot about the Stole and didn't ton Wednesday night and Sunthink of it until I reached home. day services was conducted by
I telephoned right back to her Bro. Webb, Hopewell Baptist
and asked her to keep it for me. Church of Graves 0o.
Mr. J. T. Puc.keU and daughter
She said "It is not here." So- I
went back to see about it, but I Paula, are confined to their rooms
didn't get it and never did see with a aeige of flu.
lier. and Mrs. Dave Mathis of
it again. Will you please tell me
what became of it, and the color this community will celebrate
of it. I have always wondered their Golden wedding anniversary at their home on Saturday
about it.
Nov. 23, from 1 to 5 p. m. with
Thank you,
open house Where all their reL P. M.
latives and friends will visit on
Dear L. P. M.
this special day for them. ChildThis letter has been answered ren from different states will be
3 or 4 weeks ago.
home for the occasion and the
likeable aged, couple are looking
forward to receive a visit from
Dear Pat,
each.
I wonder if you would answer
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is ynder
a few questions for me. Will my
some treatment from Dr. Welles
son and his wife ever get along
In Dresden for some middle ear
any better. If not, why? Who is trouble, that caused an aggravatto blame, one or both of them? ing dizziness.
Will we get our farm paid for
Last report from the bedside
or will we go up north so we can of Mrs. Byrd Abernathy, who
pay for it? Will our luck get bet- sustained injuries in a fall early
ter? Please tell me soon if you this fall at the home of children
can, true friend and revealer of Mr. and Mrs. Baron Oopeland
the W. C. G.
in Osceola. Ind. are that there
Thanks,
still isn't any hope for her reH.
covery, She is still hostittalized
P. S. Will he re-enlist? I sure there.
hope not. But that is not for me
Friends regret to hear of the
to say. That is between him and Illness of Mrs. Griffith, mother
his wife.
of Raymond Griffith of this comDear H.
munity, she is hospitalised in
My advise to you is to stay Jones Clinic in Fulton where
out of your son and his wife's children are attending her bedaffairs. if relatives would leave side. Mrs. Griffith is a victim
them alone they might live to- of influnsa.
gether but the way it looks they
ORIGINAL COUNTY
will get a divorce. They are both
to blame for believing everyStanford in Lincoln county
thing people tell thhem. No, you was founded by act, of the Virwill not go north, you will get ginia Legislature in 1786 near the
your farm paid for. Yes, your site of Logan Port. Lincoln was
luck will change with the new one of the three original counties
year, 1958. No, your son will not of the Kentucky District of Virginia formed in 1780.
re-enlist.

1-landy,thrifty...
and oh,sogooe./
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NEW HEAVY-DUTY
The heavy-duty Spartans make hauling history with the most revolutionary truck engine in decades—the
Workmaster V8 with Wedge-Head
design! Featured on high-tonnage
heavyweights, this completely new
230-h.p. power plant achieves a new
high in efficiency! Your Chevrolet
dealer is eager to show you many
other -advanced features, including
Triple-Torque Tandem options that
boost GCW ratings all the way to
50,000 lbs.1

MIRACLE WHIP
end special
fickle relishes
5.

BARTON OF BARDSTOWN Whiskey perfectionists since 1879
Distilled. Aped rod &MOW Iry
BARTON DISTILLEVG COMPANY
Berdessems. Nehaa Croft KesMeehe

Miracle ,
Nndwith Soul

Model 10503 wit% tondos.

mho option (foreground) and

hem the me end rely

Model 10203 chassis cab

Latest editions of the "Big Wheel" In trucks!

INF CHEVROLET
Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

display this famous trademark

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

e

SEE OUR line of Crown luggage, Page 10, The Fulton
priced by the piece or in seta.
Ideal for Christmas gifts. Fulton Hardware & Furniture 1100 True Story
11:30 Detective's Diary
Company, phone 1.
12:00 4-H Program
12:30 Get, Set, Go
EXTRA COPIES
100 Western Theatre
AUTO BATTERIES
1:45 NCAA Football
24-months' parantee,
Of
4:30 All Star Golf
only $10.95, exchange
5:30 Curly Cole
COO Cartoon Carnival
36-months' guarantee,
The Fulton News
6:30
People Are Funny
only $13.46, exchange
7:00 Las Vegas Show
arses
sale
8:00 Polly Bergen
48-months' guarantee.
8:30 Gisele MacKenzie
only $111.96, exchange
each *reek at
9:00 What's It For
9:30 Your Hit Parade
WESTERN AUTO
10:00 Lawrence Welk
Fulton Newsstand
Fulton
Lake Strimei
11:00 Studio Wrestling

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
I

WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Shoe Shen

World's Finest Quality
Zenith T V

You're always vrelcesse
at

Repair Service

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE
Cs4d Wines, cold beer
AU popular brands of
Whiskies, gins, ete.
FREE PARKING

TIRE SALE
t00%

premium Dupont nylon
cord silent Sentry tires, lifetime
guarantee.
10% DOWN
up to

9 MONTHS TO PAY
WESTERN
Lake Street

ROPER'S TV SERVICE

Fulton

Mayfield Hiway

Phone 307
Main St.
Authorized Zenith Dealer
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment,
experienced workmen_ Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
AUTO
Shop.
Fulton

HOME furnishings: New $189.95
bed room suite, bargain at
$135.00; $59.95 cedar chest for
$32.50; table lamps and floor
lamps $4.35 new Coffee tables,
end tables at your own price;
extra dining tables, your choice,
$5.00 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. Trade with Wade and
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
478.

MONUMENTS
Granite and Marble
Any size or shape
Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from one of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.

HI-FI headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Fi latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.

Union City Marble
and Granite Works

SMALL. used 5-piece chrome
dinette suite, like new, a $67.50
value for $42.50. Exchange
i'urniture Company, Church
Street.

Court Square
Phone: Office 269;
Home 1946

NEW LOCATION
RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISION
Sales • • • Service
Tape Recorders

SPECIAL: 7-piece living room
suite, new, $119.95; dinette
suites $12.50 to $32.50; a few
9x12 rugs left at $4.88 at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street, phone 478.

NOW IS the time to replace the
broken glasses in your home SEE OUR SIM of floor and table
and auto. See us for all of your
lamps, Isamocks, smokers and
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
magazine racks. Use our credit
Glass Company. 212 Church
and lay-away elan for ChristStreet; phone 909.
mas. 1PultoB Hardware & Furniture Company, phone 1.
9-PIECE used dining suite, looks
like new. Exchange Furniture
Company, Church Street.

Long Terms-Easy Payments
ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
--Insurance-List your
Farm and town Property
with the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL
203 Main St

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

Phone 5

USED King-O-Heat 100-lb circulator, good condition. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street.

Metal dectectors
Antenna installation
and service
HI-FI Service

KING TELEVISION
Union City

3-PIECE USED bedroom suite,
consists of bookcase bed, double
dresser and chest; $117.50. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street
BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Fersester's Shoe
Shop.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Tirrun's Furniture
Company, Union City, Merin.
CAVALIER cedar chests in blond,
walnut, maple and mahogany.
Use our lay-away plan for
Christmas. Fulton Hardware
and Furniture Company; phone
1.

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance is

GIFT-WRAPPED
PACKAGES
Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free Parking!

LOOK!
Permanent
Anti-Freeze
Ethylene Glycol Bass
Anti-Rust Additive

$2.75 GALLON
75c QUART

H&M

TELEVISION
Fulton

202 Lake St.

BARGAINS: Refrigerator $49.96;
washing machine $32-50; wood
and coal stoves $2995 to $72.50
at Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main Street, phone 478.

HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING NEEDS
Wallpaper Cleaner
Furniture Polishes
Liquid floor wax
Paste floor wax
Glamorene rug cleaner
Bruce floor cleaner
"Easy-Aid" oven cleaner
Wax and dirt remover
Paint and varnish remover
"Dust-Go" Modern way to dust

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative
Central Ave.

Fulton

Church Street

for all Of the very
latest news— national,
local and sports.
•
•
•
•
Delivered' in Fulton and
Water Valley
daily and Sundays
only 35c per week.
•
•
•
•
Phone 9147
Owen Lindsey, agent

HAVE YOU shopped at our
CASHION'S
large display room for your
plumbing needs? See our huge
Specialized Service
stocks of kitchen and bathroom fixtures; newest styles,
CALL 559
colors; prices to fit your pocketbook. Open anytime, day —All Mowers Sharpened
or night at 909 Arch Street. —Rotary Blades Safety
"We carry parts and materiSharpened and Balanced
als." Campbell's Plumbing —All Engines Repaired
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
—Authorized Clinton Service
—Clinton Engines and Parts
—Factory Trained Mechanics
—Prompt Efficient Service
—All Work Guaranteed
—Also Electric Motors
COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
—Wiring, Refrigeration,
EVERY DAY
Appliance. Repair
—Free Engine Examination

DOORS
WINDOWS
SOUTH FULTON CABINET SHOP
Doron T. Colley
Phone 1534-202 Paschall St.
Sen. 9134
CABINETS — ORNAMENTAL IRON — AWNING'S

NEW SHIPMENTS
ARRIVING WEEKLY
Factory Returns

SHOES
for children, boys,
misses, men and women.
Huge savings.

Forrester Shoo Shop
taSethi Street

The Coffee Shop
Rushton's Cafe
The News Office

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Ft
Union city
Phone 1555
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
Mail orders—Fineeial orders
-I 4•
SCOTT'S FLORAL
SHOPPE
304 Main St.
Fresh cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital and Wedding Bouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrangements and artistically arranged.
Nice Ass't picture frames—Brass
Gifts—Lamps.
Always youd dependable Florist
Ruth R. Scott

SPARE-TIME
EARNINGS
Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making regular
"extra" earnings for themselves; we are going to offer
someone in Milton County the
same opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.
Write

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Box 311,

Fulton,
further details

Fulton

"Always At Ywar Service"

COOK'S LIQUOR
STORE
Eel Comineretal Ave.

Fullest

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.

12:30
1:00
4:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
10:00
11:30

0 ••

Sc Per Copy
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
tags always in stock; from
the largest to the smallest.
You can buy 'ern plain or
we'll print 'ens for you. If
you need shipping tags, mane
to the Fulton News office,
200 Commercial Avenue.

WPSD - TV

Phone 399

HEAT-HARDENED
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
STORM -SCREEN

Evans Drug Store

WE PRINT hundreds of thanean. of envelope*, statemats, letterheads, business
cards and office forms year), for businessmen all over
Ike Ken-Tenn area, right in
our own well-equipped shop.
Send us your next order. The
FOR l'NE EMT iseai ssn Office
Fulton News, phone 470:
Furniture bey Shaw-Walker.
"The printing number".
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office °militia/is
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment
Nov. 14
Nov. ZS

POI'

Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 311% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 — 160
Wick Smith Agency

6708 'CO

Smith's Cafe

Read The
PADUCAH
SUN-DEMOCRAT

FARM LOANS

WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
FOR RENT. Floor sanding ma- RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
chine and electric floor polishAIR CONDITIONERS
er and electric vacuum cleanTRADE• NOW
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.

Geiger Counters

Phone 613,

AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales., Fulton; phone 124.

700
900
9:30
1000
1030
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
3:00
3:45
4:00
4:30
5:30
5:35
5:40
5:45
600
630
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15

THURSDAY
Today
Arlene Francis
Treasure Hunt
Price is Right
Truth or Consequences
Tic Tac Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
Howard Miller Show
Rural Digest
Bride and Groans
NBC Matinee Theatre
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports
News
Gene Autry
Tic Tac Dough
You Bet Your Life
Racket Squad
Whirlybirds
Ford Show
Rosemary Clooney
Passport to Danger
Regional Sports Review
Tonight

FRIDAY
7.00 Today
9:00 Arlene Francis
9:30 Treasure Hunt
10:00 Price is Right
10:30 Truth or Consequences
11:00 Tic Tac Dough
11:30 It Could Be You
12:00 Tex and Jinx
12:30 Howard Miller Show
1:30 Bride and Groom
2:00 NBC Matinee Theatre
3:00 Queen for a day
3:45 Modern Romances
4:00 Comedy Time
4:30 Fran Finks Show
5:00 Cartoons
5:30 News
5:35 Weather
5:40 Sports
5:45 NBC News
6:00 Cartoon Carnival
6:30 Outdoor Reporter
6:45 Interview
700 Court of Last Resort
7:30 Life of Riley
8:00 Tombstone Territory
8:30 Ranch Party
9:00 Cavalcade of Sports
9:45 Red Barber
10.30 Tonight
9:00
9:30
1000
10:30

SATURDAY
Howdy Doody
Gurnby
Fury
Cartoons

News, Thursday, Nov. 14, 1957
Bride and Groom
NBC Matinee Theatre
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports
News
Gene Autry
Wagon Train
Playhouse
American Legend
Country Store
This is Your Life
Badge 714
News, Weather, Sports
Tonight

1:30
2:00
3:00
3:45
4:00
4:30
5:30
5:35
5:40
5:45

SUNDAY
Herald of Truth
Pro Football
Hallmark Hall of Fame
Ted Mack
Cross Current
Steve Allen
General Motors Show
Million $ Movie
News

6:30
7:30
800
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15

SOUTHEAST AIRLINES
Flight Schedule
Effective October 1, 1957

7:00Today
9:00 Arlene Francis
9:30 Treasure Hunt
10:00 Price is Right
10:30 Truth or Consequences
11:00 Tic Tac Dough
11:30 It Could Be You
12:00 Tea and Jinx
12:30 Howard Miller Show
1:30 Bride and Groom
3:00 NBC Matinee Theatre
3:00 Queen for a Day
3:45 Modern Romances
4:00 Comedy Time
4:30 Willy
5:00 Ray Smith Band
5:30 News
5:35 Weather
5:40 Sports
6:00"' Roy Haters
6:30 Price Is Right
7:00 Restless Gun
7:30 Tales of Wells Fargo
8:00 Quarterback Club
8:15 Film Feature
8:30 Thin Man
9:00 Suspicion
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:15 Tonight
7:00
9:00
9.30
10:00
10:30
1100
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
200
3:00
3:45
4:00
4:30
4:45
5:30
5:35
5:40
545
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
1000
11:00

TUESDAY
Today
Arlene Francis
Treasure Hunt
Price is Right
Truth or Consequences
Tic Tac Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
R. F. D. 6
The Howard Killer Show
Bride and Groom
NBC MATINEE Theatre
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Chiropractic Forum
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports
NHS News
Roy Rogers
Nat 'Xing" Cole
Gobel-Fisher
Meet McGraw
Telephone Time
Californians
Robert Cummings Show
Welk Tunes and Talents
Tonight

7:00
9-00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30

WEDNESDAY
Today
Arlene Francis
Treasure Hunt
Price is Right
Truth or Consequences
Tic Tae Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
Howard Miller Show

EST

Central Standard Time

.
I ) 1

ci

MONDAY

,i

.s 4., . .I:
6:11A, 'tie

5:30 A
3:22P

4il•P

A
4A9P

10:25A;
SAII lp

Ossitrai Standard Tlialf

1ST

$:15A
196P

7:18 A
ISM P

1010 A
9.53?

11:11A.
1547P

Monday through Friday Schedule

Ono In And See(*Nye

Coleman
Super Performance
GAS ROOR FURNACE

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gall
&or-furnace tan do, until you
see the new Coleman SUP=
PERFORMANCE!New power;
sew fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Visit us today I

GRAHAM
FURNITURE COMPANY
"4 Floors of Fine Furniture"
WALNUT ST,

FULTON

NOTICE!
FREE DRAWING
WE, AT THE

OK LAUNDRY-SANITONE
CLEANERS
WANT SOME ONE TO GET

$5.00 Worth of Sanitone
Cleaning
FREE EACH WEEK

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service
Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

While
parts
about
ages. I
story
with tr
sing a
themsell

We will attach one blue ticket with a number on
It to each Dry Cleaning bundle. Keep your blue
tickots and you may be the lucky one. The winner
will be notified each Saturday. For Sanitone cleaning you will be proud of, let OK do it. All work
guaranteed. One day service if requested—IN BY
(9) OUT BY (4).
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